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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Private Benefits as Public Signals:

Wealth into Politics and State-business Exchanges in Contemporary China

by

Feng Yang

Doctor of Philosophy in Political Science

University of California, Los Angeles, 2019

Professor Barbara Geddes, Chair

Modern autocrats depend on at least some support and cooperation from the business sector

to sustain their rule. To efficiently mobilize business support, they are incentivized to (1)

build a reputation of rewarding loyal supporters, and (2) create a minimum check so that

they will not renege on their promises when business elites spend costly effort in supporting

the regime. I argue that autocrats may achieve the two goals by incorporating loyal business

elites into existing formal institutions and visibly channeling economic privileges to them.

As these politically incorporated business elites are in the spotlight, the private benefits that

they gain from holding political office become public signals to other business elites. The

visibility then enables the state to showcase that it rewards loyal supporters and to mitigate

the usual commitment problem underlying bilateral business-state interactions, both of which

enhance state-business exchanges.

Drawing on a range of data, this dissertation provides evidence that the Chinese ruling

party incorporates private entrepreneurs into high-level political institutions, such as the Na-

tional People’s Congress (NPC), to take advantage of the visible nature of these institutions.

Specifically, the ruling party selects loyal business supporters to the formal institutions while

also channeling substantial economic privileges to the incorporated entrepreneurs. These pri-

vate benefits, when becoming public signals, help the party build a reputation of credibly

rewarding supporters. The reputation then mobilizes private entrepreneurs to support the
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regime in exchange for a profitable seat in formal institutions in the future. The enhanced

regime support from the business sector may explain why the party made the noticeable

switch from rewarding business supporters through informal (and often “invisible”) interac-

tions to formally incorporating them into political institutions in the early 2000s.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction

Business politicians, such as legislators with a career in the business sector, are common

in many countries, both democratic and non-democratic. Unlike their democratic counter-

parts, authoritarian rulers usually control the supply of and access to prominent political

offices. Hence, many business politicians in modern autocracies largely reflect the interests

of authoritarian rulers in incorporating business elites into formal politics (Blaydes 2010;

Chen and Dickson 2010; Dickson 2008; Malesky and Schuler 2010; Schneider 2004; Szakonyi

2018). Why do autocrats incorporate wealthy citizens into formal politics?

One answer is that authoritarian rulers grant business elites formal political office, such

as a seat in the legislature, in exchange for their political and economic support. Intuitive

as it is, this argument lacks micro-level empirical support and is at best theoretically un-

derdeveloped. On the one hand, macro-level evidence on authoritarian institutions such as

legislatures and parties–which make political incorporation possible–finds that these institu-

tions enhance business cooperation and prolong authoritarian survival (Escribà-Folch 2009;

Gandhi and Przeworski 2007; Gandhi 2008; Wright 2008). However, these studies pay more

attention to the existence of authoritarian institutions than they do to the composition–

who is in the institutions–which thus leaves the effect of political incorporation of outsiders

unexamined. On the other hand, many studies at the micro-level investigate what bene-

fits business elites gain from holding political office. In some cases, formal political office

translates to political power and policy-making influence (e.g., Gandhi and Przeworski 2006,

2007; Gandhi 2008). By contrast, many others find that political incorporation channels
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private benefits to those incorporated business elites but does not lead to policy-making

power (Bai, Lu, and Tao 2006; Blaydes 2010; Dickson 2007, p.841;Geddes et al. 2018; Hou

2019; Li, Meng, and Zhang 2006; Li et al. 2008; Lust-Okar 2006; Truex 2016; Szakonyi 2018;

Zhang 2017). Unfortunately, the predominant empirical emphasis on what business elites

gain from holding political office draws attention away from what is needed to understand

the motivation of the state. Thus, what and how the state gains from incorporating business

elites remain unclear.

Additionally, we know little theoretically about why autocrats use political incorpora-

tion rather than alternative strategies to mobilize business support. If authoritarian rulers

integrate the wealthy into politics primarily to channel some private benefits to important

business supporters, there is no obvious reason why this cannot be done in private using

informal channels. Then, why do authoritarian rulers incur the additional step of granting

business elites formal political titles? This question is particularly intriguing in countries,

like China discussed below, where the state and business elites have already built pervasive

informal connections to interact and incorporating business elites into formal institutions is

costly.

1.2 Political Incorporation of Private Entrepreneurs in China

Since the economic reform in 1978, the private sector has played an increasingly important

role in the Chinese economy.1 In the first decade since the reform, the party generally

tolerated and recognized the private economy. The evolving process was abruptly shut off

after the 1989 Tiananmen event because some of new capitalists were seen as at the front

of advocating political change. The ruling party then turned the toleration into repression

and banned the recruitment of private entrepreneurs into the party, which remained effective

until the early 2000s. In 2001, the then general party secretary of the CCP, Jiang Zemin,

proposed the “Three Represents” slogan, which lifted the recruitment ban and was added to

1For a detailed review of the historical evolution of business-state relations in China, see Chen and Dickson
(2010, Chapter 2).
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the party constitution in 2002 (Chen and Dickson 2010; Dickson 2008).

The lifting of the recruitment ban removed the ideological barrier against private en-

trepreneurs to participate in high-level formal institutions like the National People’s Congress

(NPC), resulting in a significant increase in the number of entrepreneur deputies in the NPC

(Lu and Pan 2015, p.65;Wang 2016),2 though some private entrepreneurs had already be-

gun serving at subnational PC even before that (Dickson 2007). As the ruling party exerts

confirm control over the selection of deputy members in the NPC, the increasing number of

entrepreneur legislators better reflects the party’s increasing interest of incorporating them

than their growing ability to organize electoral campaigns to appeal to voters as in democ-

racies. In 2018, the net worth of the 153 “super-rich” members of the NPC and the Chinese

People’s Political Consultative Conference (CPPCC) had amounted to $650 billion US dol-

lars, just a touch below Switzerland’s annual economic output (Wee 2018). The tremendous

wealth of NPC deputies to a large extent reflects the ruling party’s continuous effort to

incorporate business elites into formal politics since the early 2000s.

Why does the ruling party incorporate private entrepreneurs into high-level political

institutions? Existing studies suggest that the ruling party gradually demanded more co-

operation from the private sector to create job opportunities and to increase fiscal revenue.

Bruce Dickson’s pioneering study argues that the ruling party incorporates business elites

into the party and formal institutions for two reasons: to foster a cooperative relationship

with private entrepreneurs to promote economic growth, where the critical legitimacy of the

CCP rule lies; and to preempt entrepreneurs from forming or supporting opposition to the

CCP (Dickson 2007, 2008).

While there are good reasons to doubt that Chinese private entrepreneurs could be an ac-

tive political force to challenge the party-state (Pearson 1997, Chapter 2; Chen and Dickson

2010; Tsai 2007), more evidence indicates that the party-state needs private entrepreneurs’

economic cooperation, such as creating jobs, paying taxes, and complying with government

2In the Tenth NPC (March 2003 to March 2008), there were 55 entrepreneurs from private and non-state
firms. See “More private entrepreneurs enter China’s top advisory body,” People’s Daily Online, 2 March
2003. See also, in (Dickson, 2007, p.843).
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regulations. Notably, Lin (2017) argues that employment and revenue are the twin impera-

tives for the ruling party, and the declining ability of the public enterprise to deliver these

two desirable outcomes drives the party to rely more on private firms. Moreover, the jurisdic-

tional competition initially introduced to promote economic growth may drive subnational

governments to race to the bottom by helping firms evade central taxes (Cai and Treisman

2004) and by bending environmental regulations (Lorentzen, Landry, and Yasuda 2013). On

the one hand, the central government has taken various institutional initiatives to break the

local protectionism and rebuild its authority since the 1990s (Naughton and Yang 2004). On

the other hand, the state, especially the central government, also needs cooperation from the

private sector to reduce tax evasion and to implement new regulations. Additionally, besides

economic cooperation, the ruling party also needs the cooperation of private entrepreneurs

to build party cells in private firms (Holbig 2002).

However, the increasing demand for cooperation does not automatically lead to the politi-

cal incorporation of private entrepreneurs. On the one hand, like in many other authoritarian

regimes, the Chinese national and subnational legislatures have a weak say on policymaking.

Accordingly, researchers repeatedly find that incorporated private entrepreneurs gain private

benefits from holding political office rather than improving the general business environment

(e.g., Hou 2019; Li et al. 2008; Truex 2016).

On the other hand, before the party-state made the noticeable move of incorporating

private entrepreneurs into high-level institutions, many private entrepreneurs had built and

maintained close informal connections with government officials based on personal contacts

(Kung and Ma 2018; Li, Meng, and Zhang 2006). Some of them even held office at low-level

formal institutions. The extensive informal connections fostered a certain level of state-

business exchange: the government channeled favorable treatments, such as tax breaks, cheap

land and easier access to credits, to connected private entrepreneurs, while also benefiting

from increased tax payments and improved employment rates from them (Ang 2016; Tsai

2007). Thus, it may be misleading to claim that political incorporation was mainly designed

to reward some private entrepreneurs with private benefits, without noticing that informal

channels that also did this already existed.
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Additionally, the political incorporation of private entrepreneurs is politically risky and

costly in China. Jiang Zemin proposed to lift the ban against recruiting private entrepreneurs

into the ruling party on July 1, 2001, which would further legitimize their participation in

high-level institutions. More orthodox party leaders immediately attacked his proposal and

called on the party to rebuke Jiang’s reckless behavior (Dickson 2003; Kuhn 2004). The

acrimony of these orthodox leaders highlights the ideological cost of incorporating capitalists

into formal institutions in the nominally communist regime.

Thus, it remains puzzling why the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) made the switch

from tolerating informal connections to allowing private entrepreneurs to hold office in high-

level formal institutions, such as the NPC, unless we better understand how the switch

improved the party-state’s payoff.

1.3 Private Benefits as Public Signals

This dissertation highlights the informational role of these elite political titles and the signal-

ing function of authoritarian formal institutions. To begin with, I characterize the relation-

ship between authoritarian rulers and important business elites as exchange partners (Desai

and Olofsg̊ard 2011; Frye 2002; Sun, Zhu, and Wu 2014). The rulers may demand coopera-

tion from business elites for various reasons as discussed before. Thus, to mobilize support

and cooperation from the business sector, authoritarian rulers need to (1) show business

elites that the state will reward loyal supporters, and (2) commit to fulfilling the obligations

after business elites spend costly effort in supporting the regime (Greif 2000, 2005).

Then, I underscore a crucial–but often overlooked–feature of political incorporation: that

it spotlights business elites connected to the authoritarian state and makes their political

connections visible to all others. This visibility, first, enables the state to signal that it

rewards loyal supports through routinely selecting loyal supporters to formal political office

and channeling private benefit to them. Because the political titles are observable, one can

infer the amount of private benefit channeled to the incorporated business elites by comparing

how the ruler treats the incorporated ones and those not incorporated. Alternatively, in
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cases where these private benefits eventually contribute to better firm performance, one may

compare the performance of firms owned by incorporated business elites and those not. Thus,

by selecting loyal supporters into formal institutions and channeling observable, or at least

inferable, private benefits to the incorporated ones, the ruler sets a precedent of “responsible

behavior” of rewarding loyalty. Thus, political incorporation of loyal business elites, through

turning private benefits into public signals, incentivizes business elites to spend efforts in

supporting the regime in exchange for a profitable seat in formal institution.

Second, visibility also constrains the state from reneging on its promise to reward loyal

supporters because its mistreatment of any supporters will be noticed by current supporters

and potential future supporters, resulting in the withdrawal of support among them (Myerson

2008). For instance, whenever business elites incorporated in the formal institutions do not

enjoy favorable treatment from the ruler or their firms do not perform better than those not

incorporated, the rest of business elites will notice that the ruler has not rewarded those who

supported the ruler in the past in exchange for a seat in the formal institutions.

Thus, political incorporation, due to its visibility, may more efficiently mobilize business

support than personal contacts or informal connections do, given the same reward promised

to business elites. The latter is usually the default format of state-business interactions in

authoritarian regimes. Informal political connections are often bilateral relations between

individual business elites and some officials and remain hidden from the rest of the business

elites and often from other officials. Informal connections may sustain some state-business

exchanges through repeated bilateral interactions. However, as I will discuss in Chapter 2

in more detail, political incorporation, due to its visibility, builds a multilateral reputation

mechanism that allows business elites to easily learn whether a ruler has reneged on his

or her promise of rewarding past supporters. In the future, business elites may decide

not to engage in exchanges with a ruler who mistreats past supporters (Greif 2005). The

better monitoring of the ruler and the shadow of the future compel the ruler to fulfill his

or her promise, which makes the promise more credible. The increased credibility of the

ruler’s promise enhances state-business exchanges, which may, in turn, justify why some

authoritarian states, like China, incorporate important business elites into formal politics,
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despite its apparent political cost.

1.4 Research Overview

Drawing on a range of data, the dissertation tests one assumption and three implications of

the theory–further discussed in Chapter 2–in the Chinese setting.

First, a cooperation-demanding ruler should channel substantial economic privileges to

business elites incorporated in formal institutions (i.e., Rewarding Implication). Second,

due to the visibility of these political titles, the economic privileges–usually in the form

of private benefits–channeled to the incorporated business become observable or inferrable

to the rest of business elites; thus, larger learned returns to political office would attract

more business elites to seek political office (i.e., Learning Assumption). Third, to align

the interest of business elites in seeking political office with the interest of the regime, the

ruler may introduce competition among the potential candidates and select only those who

have provided the most regime support into formal institutions (i.e., Selection Implication).

The selection rule, when becoming common knowledge, will mobilize business support for

the ruler. Fourth, more specific about the multilateral reputation mechanism, the inter-

business network, by making the government treatment of business elites semi-public through

the network, can be a substitute for formal political participation in monitoring the ruler.

The substitutionary role further implies that inter-firm network may moderate the effect of

holding political office on compelling the ruler to fulfill his or her promise of rewarding past

supporters (i.e., Moderation Implication). The remainder of the dissertation is structured

as follows.

Chapter 3, using the data from the 2006 Chinese Privately Owned Enterprise Survey, I

examine how the learned (or perceived) returns to political office affect private entrepreneurs’

expressed interest in prioritizing seeking political office over building informal connections

with government officials. Because latter is usually seen as the default channel for gaining

favorable treatment from the government in China, the test provides evidence regarding

whether the estimated reward for holding office can motivate business elites to switch from

7



the common informal practice to seeking formal office. The findings suggest that private

entrepreneurs who have built some formal political connections with the government express

significantly more interest in prioritizing seeking political office when the OLS learned returns

to political office are higher. The effect is insignificant among those who have recently held

political office or those who have not built minimal formal connections with the state. The

former are already fully informed of the returns to political office by their own experience,

thus are not affected by the OLS learned returns. The latter has a slim chance of being

selected into the formal institution, thus are not responsive to the learned returns either.

Chapter 4, using panel data of Chinese listed firms, test the selection and reward impli-

cations. Also, it tests the moderating effect of inter-business networks, which is a unique

prediction from the theory and new to existing studies. Three findings emerge from the

analysis. First, the ruling party selects private entrepreneurs who have paid more taxes to

the NPC. The findings appear robust to the consideration that legislative seats may be used

to advance factional interests. The selection mechanism is consistent with previous findings

that the ruling party is concerned with the pervasive central tax evasion and the declining

ability of public enterprises to generate revenue (Cai and Treisman 2004; Lin 2017). Second,

the party-state channels various benefits to these incorporated supporters, especially when

their firms are in trouble. These two jointly incentivize business elites to support the regime

in order to get the economic privileges associated with holding political office.

Third, measuring ties between firms with the existence of shared directors, I demonstrate

that firms central in the inter-firm network gain less from holding formal political office than

firms at the periphery of the inter-firm network do. Of course, this smaller returns to political

office among well-interconnected firms do not necessarily mean that they are disadvantaged.

By contrast, they can spread information about government mistreatment, if any, to many

other firms even without holding political office. Thus, when one compares the government

treatment or firm performance before and after a firm is incorporated, the increase is smaller

among well-interconnected firms than among poorly interconnected firms.

Chapter 5, using a firm survey conducted in China in 2016, complements Chapter 4

by examining the local People’s Congress (LPC). The finding is consistent with that of
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the NPC: private entrepreneurs having a seat in the LPC still have a significantly larger

chance of obtaining government subsidies amid the slowdown of China’s economic growth

and the anti-corruption campaign. Additionally, this chapter also reveals different patterns

for the PC and the People’s Political Consultative Conference (PPCC). It seems that the two

institutions aim to mobilize business support from entrepreneurs with different capacities.

For the PC, the ruling party uses substantial economic privileges to incentivize business

elites to provide significant economic support for the regime. For the PPCC, the ruling

party provides minimal material rewards to the PPCC deputies, which are just enough to

incentivize them to provide a less costly service: window dressing the regime as inclusive

and providing policy consultations.

1.5 My Contribution

The study sheds new light on the current theoretical understanding of institutions and

business-state relationships in autocracies. First, this dissertation speaks to the burgeon-

ing comparative politics literature on authoritarian institutions–such as legislatures. Recent

studies point out that these institutions are used to enable credible power-sharing among

elites (Magaloni 2008; Svolik 2012), to co-opt political opposition through policy bargaining

(Gandhi and Przeworski 2006; Gandhi 2008; Malesky and Schuler 2010), to secure prop-

erty rights (Gehlbach and Keefer 2011; Wright 2008), to gather information and to mobilize

regime support (Geddes et al. 2018). All of these factors contribute to sustaining authoritar-

ian survival. To this literature, I add the idea that formal institutions are useful because they

are platforms through which autocrats can signal that they reward supporters and build a

multilateral reputation mechanism through making their treatment of incorporated business

elites visible to others. Both contribute to enhancing state-business exchanges. Notably, the

informational function of formal institutions depends more on who is in institutions than

whether the institutions exist.

Second, this study complements existing China studies on national and local legislatures

and the signaling function of business elites’ political status. Recent studies on Chinese
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national and local legislatures argue that the PC is used for representation and information

collection (Manion 2015; Truex 2016) , mobilizes policy support for the government agencies

(Lü, Liu, and Li 2018), provides a platform for organized clientelism (Sun, Zhu, and Wu

2014), or mixes these function (Manion 2015; Zhang 2017). While speaking more specifically

about businessman deputies, this study complements extant studies on Chinese legislatures.

Also, this study complements previous Chinese studies on the signaling function of the

political status of business elites. Truex (2016) demonstrates that business elites can use

their holding of political office to boost their reputation among investors, which lifts the share

price. Hou (2019) argues that private entrepreneurs enter politics to signal their connections

with high-ranked officials, which deters low-ranked bureaucrats from expropriating their

property. While both studies discuss the signaling on the business elites’ side, the present

study focuses on the state’s side.

Third, I unpack the mechanism as to how the state aligns the incentives of business elites

with its interests through political incorporation. Using data from a reasonably long time

span that permits the state-business exchange to take place, I find evidence that business

elites provide goods valuable to the state in exchange for seats in formal institutions in the

future, which is associated with private benefits. Hence, when many businessman candidates

seek a limited number of political offices, the state could introduce competition among

them to align their incentives with the state’s interest (Geddes et al. 2018, p.136-137).

While previous studies argue that the personal benefits channeled through legislatures may

degenerate China’s political system and threaten regime survival (Pei 2016; Sun, Zhu, and

Wu 2014; Zhang 2017), the publicized personal benefits may mobilize business support for

the Chinese ruling party as long as the party-state routinely selects loyal regime supporters

into the legislature. Relatedly, the evidence to some extent accounts for the puzzle as to

why the state does not crack down on business elites who ostensibly gain much from holding

political offices, some of which may even be illegal (Hou 2019; Li et al. 2008; Sun, Zhu, and

Wu 2014; Zhang 2017). The returns to political offices could be a part of the state’s design

to mobilize business support.

Finally, the theoretical framework provides a unique and novel angle to understand the
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interaction between informal and formal institutions in autocracies. This paper hypothesizes

and confirms that the marginal effect of political incorporation is smaller when the incorpo-

rated business elites are already central in the business network. This interaction between

formal institutional changes and business networks may inform future studies on how lo-

cal social contexts and existing informal institutions affect authoritarian institutionalization

(Helmke and Levitsky 2004; Tsai 2007).
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CHAPTER 2

Theory

A ruler can establish such commitment in two ways. One is by setting a

precedent of “responsible behavior,” appearing to be committed to a set of rules

that he or she will consistently enforce. The second is by being constrained to

obey a set of rules that do not permit leeway for violating commitments.

- North and Weingast (1989, p.804)

2.1 Private Benefits and State-Business Exchanges

Business elites play an essential role in economic growth and job creation in modern societies.

Their economic power is also often linked to increasing demand for political changes and

support for the opposition (Ansell and Samuels 2014; Haggard and Kaufman 1995). Business

people must make a positive contribution to economic welfare by investing and innovating in

order for the dictatorship to survive. It is not enough for them simply to refrain from active

opposition. For this reason, modern dictators cannot just force business elites to cooperate

because repression is too costly or ineffective (e.g., Gandhi 2008, p.174-177).1

Alternatively, authoritarian rulers may provide goods valuable to business elites in ex-

change for their support and cooperation. The exchange relationship implies that a ruler may

provide favorable treatment to some firms while also requires them to support the regime

1Additionally, there may be both hardliners and soft-liners in the ruling coalition of dictators. They may
prefer different strategies to gain support from the business sector. Hardliners may prefer repression while
soft-liners prefer providing business elites with minimal material or rights concessions. Thus, when soft-liners
are dominant, concessions are more likely to be made. See Conrad (2011) for a recent discussion.
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in various ways, such as hiring more or pay more in taxes than their peer firms (Desai and

Olofsg̊ard 2011; Frye 2002; Kennedy 2005; Sun, Zhu, and Wu 2014; Szakonyi 2018).2 A

large payroll or more tax payment of firms is valuable to rulers, especially in cases where

unemployment and declining fiscal revenue are a salient concern for them (e.g.,Lin 2017).

As rulers often control the supply of and access to political offices, one of such kinds of

valuable goods that it can provide to business elites is a seat in formal political institutions–

such as the legislature. A seat in formal institutions is valuable to business elites because it

may translate into policy-making power (Gandhi and Przeworski 2006, 2007; Gandhi 2008).

In many other cases where the legislature plays a limited role in policy bargaining, evidence

suggests that legislative seats channel private benefits to the incorporated business elites

rather than improving the general business policy environment (Bai, Lu, and Tao 2006;

Blaydes 2010; Hou 2019; Truex 2016; Geddes et al. 2018; Choi and Zhou 2001). Among

others, these private benefits may include immunity from legal prosecution (Blaydes 2010),

favorable government treatment (Szakonyi 2018; Zhang 2017), access to state-controlled

resources (Lust-Okar 2006; Li, Meng, and Zhang 2006; Li et al. 2008), less government

expropriation (Hou 2019), or even benefits not directly delivered by the state, such as lifted

share price in the stock market (Truex 2016).

While disagreeing on what the private benefits are, numerous studies agree that political

office channels private economic benefits rather than public goods, such as a better policy

environment, to business elites.3 Thus, allowing business elites to enter politics may not

2Specifically, Frye (2002) finds that politically influential firms–successful lobbyists–bear more regulatory
burden (measured by the number of official visits) and are more likely to be subject to price control in Russia.
He concludes that the relationship between these influential firms and the state is “better characterized as
elite exchange than by pure capture” (Frye 2002, p.1018). Using a regression discontinuity design, Szakonyi
(2018) finds that firms whose directors win seats in the subnational legislature enjoy greater opportunities
to sign procurement contracts with the government, but also pay more taxes, though the taxation effect is
weak. Similarly, Sun, Zhu, and Wu (2014) find that Chinese private entrepreneurs who hold political office
have easier access to credit, but also spend more on government-related expenditures. Cross-nationally,
using data from 8000 firms in 40 developing countries, Desai and Olofsg̊ard (2011) show that firms with
larger political influence gain economic privileges from their political connections, but also provide valuable
benefits to the state, such as large employment and more tax payments.

3Exceptionally, in Gandhi and Przeworski (2007,?) and Gandhi (2008), the legislature and legislative
parties are forums for making policy concessions. However, as discussed before, authoritarian legislatures
may have a limited role in making policies, which challenges the presumed function of legislatures. See
Geddes et al. (2018, Chapter 6) for a recent review. Also, see Pepinsky (2014) for a critique and discussion
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simply reflect the encompassing interest of dictators as “stationary bandits” who maximize

tax revenues while also providing public goods (Olson 1993). Instead, a ruler gives private

privileges to only some business elites by granting them a seat in formal institutions, resulting

in de facto discrimination against the rest. These private benefits channeled to some business

elites are likely to enhance the quid pro quo exchanges between them and the ruler.

Although a seat in formal authoritarian institutions may bring in private economic priv-

ileges to the holder, existing studies have not explained why these private benefits could not

have been distributed without incurring the additional step of political incorporation. For

instance, autocrats may provide economic privileges to supporters through personal contacts,

while not giving them the honorary title of legislators.

This question is particularly intriguing in countries where the state and business elites

have already built pervasive informal connections and incorporating business elites into for-

mal institutions is costly. First, Schneider (2010) argues that business elites usually maintain

a political investment portfolio, which may include formal political participation through

parties and business associations, and informal connections, such as networks and corrup-

tion. The preferred format of political connections varies across countries (Schneider 2010),

sectors (Bombardini and Trebbi 2012), and individual firms (Harstad and Svensson 2011).

For instance, during the reform era, Chinese private entrepreneurs made friends with gov-

ernment officials while the informal connections fostered some cooperation between them,

which further contributed to the Chinese economic miracle (e.g., Ang 2016; Kung and Ma

2018; Tsai 2007). The availability of extensive informal connections questions the necessity

of distributing rents through political incorporation.

Second, the political incorporation of business elites can be politically risky and costly.

For instance, members of authoritarian legislatures may use the legislature as a platform to

denounce the regime (Levitsky and Way 2002, p.56), to coordinate their efforts to demand

civil liberties (Gandhi 2008, Chapter 4), or to organize the opposition. Due to their financial

resources, entrepreneur legislators may be better equipped to challenge the regime if they

of why formal institutions may not be the best tool for striking policy deals.
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decide to do so. If political incorporation is for channeling private benefits, it seems that

doing so in private is a better option for authoritarian rulers.

In the Chinese case, although there is little evidence that entrepreneur legislators publicly

challenge the ruling party, it does not necessarily mean giving private entrepreneurs the access

to political office is costless. As discussed in Chapter 1, Jiang Zemin’s proposal that invites

private entrepreneurs to join the ruling party was immediately attacked by more orthodox

party leaders, which highlights the ideological cost of incorporating capitalists into formal

institutions in the nominally communist country (Dickson 2003; Kuhn 2004). Thus, it also

seems that a better option for the ruling party is to keep channeling benefits to business

supporter through informal means without granting them formal political titles.

To understand why some authoritarian rulers grant business elites formal political titles

and reward them publicly, I turn to the literature on impersonal economic exchanges in the

following section. I then discuss the features of political incorporation that make it a better

tool for mobilizing business support than its most notable alternative, informal connections.

2.2 Political Incorporation, Visibility, and Multilateral Reputa-

tion

Greif (2000, 2005) defines the fundamental problem of impersonal exchange as the following:

for one to be willing to engage in exchange, she has to recognize that the exchange is beneficial

for her and that the other side commits to fulfill his contractual obligations. Similarly, to

continuously mobilize support from the business sector, an authoritarian ruler needs to: first,

show potential supporters that he rewards supporters; and second, demonstrate that he is

committed to fulfilling his obligation to reward supporters after receiving their support.

First, an authoritarian ruler needs to reward past supporters and make the reward ob-

servable to potential supporters. Because formal political institutions, especially high-level

ones, are usually under the spotlight, they are an excellent platform to fulfill this require-

ment. Specifically, the ruler may gather past supporters in the national legislature, channel
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meaningful economic privileges to them, and use these privileges to signal that he rewards

support and loyalty. These private benefits can be public signals because people learn about

whether the state rewards supporters from the firm’s performance and whether the owner

is incorporated into formal institutions. For instance, an intuitive estimation of economic

privileges granted to supporters may be r̂ := E(P |Z = 1) − E(P |Z = 0). P is the firm’s

performance while Z indicates whether the owner is given a seat in formal institutions (0

if no; 1 if yes). One may compare the average P between the incorporated (Z = 1) and

unincorporated (Z = 0) to estimate the economic privileges granted to supporters. Taking

the average will smooth out the influence of idiosyncratic factors that are specific to firms.

Of course, as discussed in Chapter 3, the estimation can be more sophisticated than naively

comparing group means. However, regardless of how business elites estimate the economic

privileges channeled to supporters, the discussed signaling and learning are impossible if the

state channels private benefits to supporters without revealing who these supporters are (i.e.,

the value of Z).

Thus, as long as the state routinely selects loyal business supporters to formal institu-

tions, the private benefits accrued to the incorporated entrepreneurs will be public signals

that attract future business supporters. In this sense, the state aligns the incentives of

business elites with its own interests. For instance, when the estimated reward of political

incorporation is high enough, the state may increase tax compliance by including tax com-

pliance as a primary criterion for selecting legislative deputies. Consequently, the state can

increase fiscal revenue without spending the cost of auditing many firms.

It is worth noting that for many other professions/parts of the population, rulers may

have alternative public ways of benefiting loyalists to showcase that they reward loyalty. For

instance, a ruler may select loyal academics to be university presidents and rewards loyal

writers by awarding them some medals. However, for businesses, benefits mainly take the

form of government subsidies, easier access to loans, and higher profits. Observers cannot

tell whether a firm earns higher profits because it is particularly efficient or because the

government favors it. It is also hard for non-state observers to tell whether firms are loyal.

Then rewarding loyal entrepreneurs a seat in formal institutions, which is expected to be
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profitable, become an indirect way to showcase that the regime reward loyal business elites.

Second, to make the promise credible can be more challenging for autocrats. Due to

a lack of third-party enforcers, authoritarian rulers face a dilemma in that they cannot

credibly commit to rewarding supporters because they can always renege on the promise

after receiving support. This is bad for authoritarian rulers because rational supporters

will withhold their support in the first place. To build such commitment, authoritarian

rulers may either set a precedent of responsible behavior of appearing to be committed to

rewarding them or set rules to constrain themselves so that there is no leeway for violating

the commitment (North and Weingast 1989). Recent theoretical developments blur the

boundary between the two mechanisms by showing that an expected bad reputation (which

an autocrat can gain from mistreating supporters) can constrain authoritarian rulers from

mistreatment, which, in turn, makes their promise of rewarding supporters credible. Notably,

Myerson (2008) shows that an autocrat is better off by creating a minimum check so that his

mistreatment of past supporters will cause his future downfall. Specifically, he can increase

transparency within the pool of supporters so that his mistreatment of any past supporter

will be noticed by others, who will withdraw their future support. The shadow of future

declining cooperation makes the autocrat’s promise credible.

Elsewhere, a check based on transparency is called a “private-order multilateral reputa-

tion institution” in the analysis of exchange-supporting institutions (Greif 2005). Exchange

partners, who usually interact bilaterally, face a similar challenge as to how to credibly

promise the other side that they will fulfill the contractual obligations when third-party

contract enforcers are absent. A bilateral reputation mechanism may emerge to support

the exchange, in which one is punished only by the person whom he cheated. In contrast,

a multilateral reputation mechanism states that one is punished if he cheats someone who

shares the information of his past conduct. Interestingly, once individuals are informed of

the cheating behavior of one, even those who have not been cheated yet are incentivized

to punish the cheater, because past cheating may reveal a “bad” type who will likely cheat

again in the future. Thus, although the bilateral exchange is possible if the two sides spend

the cost to establish trust, the multilateral reputation institution supports a wider range of
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exchanges. This is particularly because the latter monitors more behavior of trading part-

ners, better circulates the information, and imposes higher sanctions on those who cheat

(Greif 2005).

In the case of state-business interactions, individual business elites who rely on informal

political connections usually interact with the state bilaterally. Hence, only the two parties

involved–namely the government (or individual bureaucrats) and the business elite–know

about the transactions, which remain invisible to others. This is particularly true if the

exchange involves corruption or is not permitted by higher-level authorities. For instance, to

attract investment and to generate local economic growth, local officials may help business

elites to evade paying central tax (Cai and Treisman 2004). In this case, both sides have

incentives to hide their connections and exchanges from others.

Although bilateral business-state exchanges are possible, the state can mobilize more

business support by establishing a multilateral reputation mechanism. To do so, the state

needs to make how it treats past supporters observable to all others. Again, authoritarian

formal institutions can play an essential role of gathering past supporters and making it pos-

sible for potential future supporters to learn about whether the state mistreats supporters.

Using the potential to trigger declining future support, political incorporation and the mul-

tilateral reputation mechanism that it builds compel the state to reward the incorporated

business elites properly.

2.3 Implications

So far, I have discussed how political incorporation allows authoritarian rulers to meet the

two requirements to mobilize business support simultaneously. First, the rulers can showcase

the reward for loyalty and support to the public, thus motivating potential supporters to

support the regime. Second, political incorporation turns the bilateral reputation mechanism

into a multilateral one, which mitigates the usual commitment problem in bilateral exchanges

and enhances the overall business-state exchanges.

The two arguments have several empirical implications. To showcase that they reward
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loyalty, cooperation-demanding rulers need to select past supporters into formal institutions

(Implication 1) and reward them properly (Implication 2) by, for instance, channeling private

benefits to them. The private benefits then incentivize potential businessman candidates to

seek political office. As the selection explicitly favors those who have supported the regime in

the past, potential candidates will spend costly efforts in supporting the regime in exchange

for a profitable seat in formal institutions in the future. For those who already get a seat in

formal institutions, the selection mechanism can also incentivize them to continue supporting

the regime as long as they may be interested in seeking political office again in the future. In

contrast, if rulers fail to do these two things simultaneously, business elites will have rational

reasons not to support the regime.

Implication 1 (Selection): The ruler maintains a selection rule so that loyal business

elites are more likely to gain a seat in formal institutions, like the legislature.

Implication 2 (Rewarding): The ruler maintains proper rewards for incorporated

business elites so that the latter enjoy various economic privileges while in office.

Notably, the cooperating-demanding rulers are willing to reward the incorporated busi-

ness elites because these private benefits will become public signals that invite other business

elites to support the regime in the future. This builds on the assumption that business elites

who have not recently held political office indeed learn the returns to political office from

their peers who hold political office and decide whether to seek political office based on the

learned returns. This seems a reasonable assumption, but I will more closely examine it in

Chapter 3.

Assumption (Learning): When the learned returns to political office are larger, busi-

ness elites who have not held political office before express stronger interest in seeking po-

litical office in the future.

The Chinese case supports the selection and rewarding implications (Implication 1 and

2) in several ways. First, as will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 4, the Chinese ruling

party indeed refers to the tax payment information in deciding the candidacy of entrepreneur
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legislators. Those who have evaded tax will lose their candidacy while similarly, sitting

entrepreneur legislators may get their deputy status suspended due to tax underpayment.

Again, tax payment is an important measure of loyalty because the ruling party is concerned

with tax evasion and the declining ability of public enterprises to generate revenue (Cai and

Treisman 2004; Lin 2017). In addition to tax payment, private entrepreneurs may also need

to promise to repay government officials by investing, offering philanthropic donations, and

helping with policy implementation in order to be selected into the PC (Zhang 2017).

Second, while many rigorous analyses have demonstrated that private entrepreneurs who

hold political office gain substantial economic privileges (e.g., Hou 2019; Truex 2016; Sun,

Zhu, and Wu 2014), anecdotal evidence more directly suggests that the ruling party may

have purposefully maintained the economic privileges. For instance, archives from a county

government show that the county’s People’s Political Consultative Conference (PPCC) sets

helping its members “get rich” as the main task. To do so, the PPCC organizes information-

sharing sessions and lectures exclusively for the deputies and provides government-controlled

business opportunities to them. As a result, the entrepreneur deputies from that county claim

that they have gotten more faith in the regime due to these concrete benefits (Yan 2011,

p.65-66). Similarly, the party-state provides even more privileged business opportunities to

the PC deputies than the PPCC deputies (Dissertation Chapter 5; Sun, Zhu, and Wu 2014).

Notably, this understanding of why incorporated business elites gain economic privileges

is different from previous firm-centric studies (e.g., Hou 2019; Li, Meng, and Zhang 2006).

Here, incorporated firms gain because the state wants to take advantage of their visibility

to build a good reputation so that it can continuously mobilize business support. Thus,

although both previous studies and my theory similarly predict that incorporated business

elites enjoy more privileges than those not incorporated, my theory explicitly adds that

the party needs to maintain a loyalty or support based selection rule to mobilize business

support.

Third, anecdotal evidence also suggests that the ruling party is familiar with the tactic of

giving entrepreneurs political titles, which puts them in the spotlight so that others can learn

from them. For instance, a meeting record of a county PC’s standing committee states that
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it should incorporate entrepreneurs into formal institutions to set up them as role models

for others. These role models will encourage other entrepreneurs to expand their business

and to pay more taxes. Specifically, the meeting record writes,

One way governments might pursue this task [encouraging private entrepreneurs

to expand their business while also collecting more tax] is by selecting entrepreneurs

who conform to the party and government’s standards and give them honorable

titles like LPPCC member or/and LPC deputy, holding them up as role models

for others (Zhang 2017, p.7-8).

Another role of political incorporation is that it turns the bilateral interaction between

individual business elites and the ruling party into a multilateral reputation mechanism.

To examine this role, I turn to a recent theoretical development on how network position

structure affects cooperation and exchange. The discussion allows me to generate a unique

prediction, which will be tested. The central idea is that the inter-firm network makes how

the government treats firms semi-public through the network because of its role of circulating

information among connected business elites. Thus, although maybe all business elites have

a weakly larger probability of gaining the reward promised by the state after holing office,

the increase is relatively smaller among well-interconnected business elites than those poorly

interconnected ones.

Specifically, using a game-theoretic model, Larson (2017) demonstrates that individuals

may have different inclinations to cooperate, depending on their network position and thus

ability to spread private information about the experience of being cheated by someone.

Those well connected to others can spread such private information easily. The knowledge

of misbehavior allows others to punish the cheater, and the threat of punishment by many

incentivizes cooperation. By contrast, those peripheral in the network may behave uncoop-

eratively because “when [they] blow the whistle, few will punish the wrongdoers · · · , since

few will have heard about the offense” (Larson 2017, p.7).

Similarly, in state-business relationships, the state is more likely to break its promise to

business elites who are poorly connected with others, because these elites cannot spread the
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mistreatment information to many others. However, when these firms are incorporated into a

formal institution, the state will reward them; otherwise, the mistreatment will be noticed by

all other business elites, decreasing the state’s prospects for future cooperation. Thus, intu-

itively, the state significantly increases the probability of rewarding business elites who have

fewer connections with others after incorporation, while the increase is smaller, if any, among

those well connected to others. Put differently, the marginal effect of holding political office

on the probability of receiving favorable government treatment is smaller among business

elites who have connections with many others than among those who have no connections

with others. Of course, this smaller returns to political office among well-interconnected

firms do not necessarily mean that they are disadvantaged. Quite the opposite, they can

spread information about governmental mistreatment, if any, to many other firms even with-

out holding political office. Consequently, their additional gain from holding office is smaller

though those poorly interconnected firms.

To more clearly illustrate this prediction, consider an example of three firms A, A′ and

B in an authoritarian state. A and A′ are connected while B is isolated in the exogenous

inter-firm network. Thus, A and A′ can exchange information regarding whether the state

reneges on its promise. B only knows whether it has been cheated by the state and cannot

spread the information to other firms. When a firm is selected into a formal institution, due

to the visibility, whether the state mistreats the firm is observable to all others, regardless

of the network position. Following the discussion on the multilateral reputation mechanism,

let us assume that when the state cheats on a firm, all informed firms will switch to the non-

cooperative status–not supporting the state while also not expecting rewards from the state.

In the following, I compare the marginal effect of political incorporation for A (connected

firm) and B (isolated firm).

The timing is as follows. First, the state promises to reward (R) business elites with

certain economic privileges after receiving their support, though the promise may not be

credible. The state also sets a selection rule so that those who support the regime will have

a probability of λ to be selected into the formal institutions. Second, business elites decide

whether to support the regime with cost c. The promised economic privileges, if received,
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increase their payoff by r units. Finally, the state decides whether to reward supporters. If it

does, the cost is e >0. If it does not reward a supporter, the consequences vary, conditional

on how many defections the mistreatment triggers. Thus, the loss that it suffers also varies.

Specifically, losing each future supporter reduces the state’s current payoff by L units. Hence,

mistreating A will cost the state 2L because it will lead both A and A′ to withdraw support.

Reneging on the promise for B will cost the regime L. Assume that 2L > e > L, so that the

state will reward connected firms even if they are not incorporated into formal institutions,

but will not do the same for isolated firms. Whenever the state mistreats any incorporated

firms, everyone will notice the mistreatment, resulting in a loss of 3L for the state.

For simplicity, the selection probability and reward are set to be large enough so that

rλ > c > 0.4 Thus, all firms spend effort on supporting the regime, though they know that

there is a probability of 1−λ that they will not be selected into the legislature. This enables

us to focus on whether the state rewards business elites’ support to generate predictions.

In the subgame perfect equilibrium, the probability that A is rewarded conditional on

not being politically incorporated is PrA (R|Not) = 1, because 2L > e. The probability that

B is rewarded, conditional on not being incorporated, is PrB (R|Not) = 0, because e > L.

For both A and B, if incorporated, the probability of being rewarded is PrA (R|IN) =

PrB (R|IN) = 1, because 3L > e. Hence, for A, the marginal effect of political incorporation

on being rewarded is PrA (R|IN)− PrA (R|Not) = 0, smaller than that for firm B, which is

PrB (R|IN) − PrB (R|Not) = 1. In short, the marginal effect of holding political office on

the probability of being rewarded by the state is smaller if a business elite has connections

with many others (Implication 3).

Implication 3 (Moderating effect of network positions): The marginal effect of

holding political office on the probability of being rewarded by the state is smaller when a

4If r > c > rλ > 0, A supports the regime and gets rewarded. Due to the low expected payoff, B will not
support the regime in the first place and thus will not be rewarded (i.e., not gaining favorable treatment from
the ruler). Thus, the ruler will reward A regardless of whether it is selected into formal institutions, but will
not reward B in either case (because B does not support the regime in the first place.) Put differently, the
marginal effect of political incorporation on being rewarded is 0 for both. If c > r > 0, no firms will support
the state, and thus will not be rewarded by the state regardless of whether they are in formal institutions
or not. Accordingly, the marginal effect is also 0 for both.
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business elite has connections with more others.
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CHAPTER 3

Learn from the Visible: Returns to Political Office and

Office Seeking

3.1 Introduction

Does a more substantial reward for holding political office attract more business elites to

seek political office, as the learning assumption claims?1 Anecdotal evidence suggests it

does. For instance, a Chinese private entrepreneur claimed, “[if] it is worth that much, I

will make that investment [in seeking political office]” (Zhang 2017, p.14). Similarly, some

private entrepreneurs are not interested in seeking political office, because they “do not think

the government can help [them]”(Zhang 2017, p.14).

Seemingly plausible as it is, the learning assumption has rarely been properly examined.

Existing studies usually estimate an average effect of holding political office on firm-level

indicators and use the estimated coefficient–reflecting economic privileges for firms holding

political office–as the reason why business elites seek political office (Hou 2019; Li et al. 2008;

Szakonyi 2018). This approach has two problems. First, although the material returns may

justify why business elites seek political office, treating an outcome associated with holding

political office as the reason why they seek office in the first place is risky. This is mainly

because the reasoning builds on an unrealistic assumption that business elites are fully aware

of the real benefits (and costs) when deciding to build political connections. Instead, business

elites may decide whether to seek political office based on some unsophisticated estimation

of the returns to political office, which correlates with, but may differ from, their actual

1Assumption (Learning): When the learned returns to political office are larger, business elites who have
not held political office before express stronger interest in seeking political office in the future.
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value. Second, firms in different industries and subnational regions may receive different

rewards for holding political office because, consistent with Chapter 2, the state may have

different demands for cooperation and support from the business sector in different industries

and regions. In addition, firms in different industries and regions may vary in the amount of

state cooperation they need in order to maximize profits. Accordingly, the perceived benefits

of holding political office may also vary across industries and regions. A universal effect

of holding political office on firm profit or performance cannot capture the more nuanced

within-country variation.

In contrast, this chapter performs a straightforward test of the learning assumption: it

leverages the variation of returns to political office (and the perceived returns) across differ-

ent subnational regions and industries, and examines how such variation affects a business

person’s interest in seeking political office. The empirical test is made possible by a unique

firm survey that explicitly asks about Chinese private entrepreneurs’ interest in seeking a seat

in the People’s Congress (PC) or the People’s Political Consultative Conference (PPCC).

Perhaps more interestingly, borrowing information from another question in the survey, I

recode the interest variable so that it reflects whether a private entrepreneur prioritizes seek-

ing formal political office over cultivating personal connections with government officials.

Notably, cultivating personal networks with government officials is usually seen as the de-

fault channel for gaining favorable treatment from the government in China (e.g., Kung and

Ma 2018; Xin and Pearce 1996). Thus, the test provides evidence regarding whether the

perceived reward for holding office can motivate business elites to switch from the common

informal practice to seeking formal office. Relatedly, the dependent variable, by constructing

an implicit trade-off between the two forms of political connections, precludes the possibility

that business people who perceive more substantial returns to political office have more in-

terest in seeking political office simply because they expect larger values of general political

connections and thus want to build more political connections, regardless of their forms.

Theoretically, the primary insight is that business elites may not be fully informed of

the benefits of holding political office when deciding whether to seek political office. Thus,

for business elites who have not held political office before, when deciding whether to seek
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political office, they need to estimate the benefit and do a cost-benefit analysis based on

the estimation. For instance, an entrepreneur may compare the performance of firms whose

owners hold political office and those whose do not in the same industry and the same

province, which yields an unsophisticated estimate of the benefit of holding political office.

Consistent with the rest of the dissertation, learning is made possible by the visible nature of

political incorporation. The learning incentivizes the state to reward incorporated business

elites appropriately, because otherwise fewer business elites will be interested in supporting

the regime in exchange for a seat in formal institutions. By contrast, business elites who

have recently held political office may have gained substantial knowledge about the benefits

through their own experience. Accordingly, the difference in the firm performance of their

peers holding political office and those not holding political office will not affect their decision

to seek political office.

Empirically, using a survey of Chinese private enterprises, I divide all firms into 114

province-industry groups so that firms in each group are relatively homogeneous: they are

from the same province and the same industry. I then conduct a two-step estimation. First,

I estimate the effect of having a seat in the PC or the PPCC on a firm’s profit margin

for each province-industry group using ordinary least squares (OLS) regressions. Previous

studies have discussed how economic and political agents use the OLS regressions to learn

the relationship between variables and use the regression predictions to form expectations

(Bray 1982; Gallego 1998; Suzuki 1991).

Similarly, Chinese private entrepreneurs may also learn about the relationship between

firm performance and the political status of firm owners in a way that approximates the

OLS regressions. Motivated by such a premise, I measure the learned returns to political

office with the estimated effect of holding political office on firm profit margins for each

province-industry group from the OLS regressions. Because the estimates vary across model

specifications, and there is little evidence regarding how business elites make such estimations

in practice, I will experiment with a couple of different specifications.

In the second step, using the learned returns to political office as the explanatory vari-

able, I further examine how they affect private entrepreneurs’ inclination to prioritize seeking
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formal political office over building informal connections with government officials. As dis-

cussed below, the marginal effect differs conditional on whether one has already built minimal

formal political connections. Finally, it is worth noting that to incorporate the uncertain-

ties associated with the estimation of the returns from the first step into the second-step

estimation, I use the bootstrap resampling method, which will be discussed later.

Several findings emerge from the analysis. First, there is considerable variation in the

(learned) reward for holding a seat in the PC or the PPCC across the industry-province

groups. Second, the learned returns have a significant, positive effect on private entrepreneurs’

expressed interest in seeking political office, especially among those who have already cul-

tivated some formal connections with the government. Thus, the learning assumption is

supported. Third, I also provide suggestive evidence that business elites who already hold

political office are not affected by the learned returns. This may be because they are fully

informed by their own experience. Thus, they do not rely on the OLS learned returns to

political office to decide whether to seek political office.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In the second section, I introduce a

simple decision model for business elites. The third section illustrates the estimation, while

the fourth section presents findings. The final section concludes.

3.2 Learned returns to political office and office seeking

This section discusses how the learned returns to political office affect business elites’ interest

in seeking political office. More details can be found in a decision model in the Appendix.

As described in Equation (3.1) below, the decision of firm owner i to seek political office

(Si ∈ {0, 1}) is affected by the probability (pi) of successfully holding political office, the

perceived reward (r̂i(·)) for holding political office, and the cost(ci) of seeking political office.

As discussed in Chapter 2, the reward can be various forms of favorable treatment from

the government, which eventually contribute to better firm performance and larger profits.

The cost may include more tax payment, a larger employment size, stricter environmental

regulation compliance, more social donations, or building party cells in firms. The probability
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of successfully holding political office, as discussed below, can be considerably affected by

whether one has already cultivated minimal formal connections with the government.

Si = 1{pir̂i
(
ri, r

l
i

)
> ci} (3.1)

The exact reward for holding political office is unknown to business elites until they

have spent some time in office. Thus, entrepreneurs who have recently held political office

are fully informed of ri, thus r̂i = ri. By contrast, for those who have not recently held

political office, they have to learn about the return from their peers. For instance, in the case

discussed below, firm i’s owner may compare the firm performance of entrepreneurs holding

political office and those not within the same industry and region of his firm. Equivalently,

if learning from the OLS model, he or she can estimate the effect of holding political office

on firm performance for each province-industry group by including interactions between the

political office variable and the province-industry dummies. Or, more sophisticatedly, one

can additionally control for firm-level characteristics in the OLS regression. In both cases,

the OLS estimated return, unique for each industry-region group, yields the learned returns,

rli, which, in turn, affect entrepreneurs’ decisions to seek political office. Thus, r̂i = rli. ri

and rli are different, though they may be correlated.

Notably, comparing and learning become possible because business elites holding political

offices are visible to others. For informal personal networks between government officials and

business elites (which often involve corruption), it is almost impossible to precisely estimate

and learn the returns to those informal political connections because the relationship is

invisible or, at least, less visible to other business elites outside the bilateral relationship.

In the language of regression, without having data on one variable (i.e., who has personal

connections), one cannot estimate the effect of that variable (i.e., the returns to personal

connections).

To consider how the probability (p) of successfully holding political office may moderate

the effect of estimated returns among non-politician entrepreneurs, I consider two cases

corresponding to two different values of p. First, one has already built some minimal formal
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political connection with the state, such as being a member of the All-China Federation

of Industry and Commerce (ACFIC). The membership matters because the ACFIC is the

main institutional bridge between the ruling party and the private sector (Dickson 2008).

As the ruling party controls the selection of candidates into the PC and the PPCC (Sun,

Zhu, and Wu 2014), ACFIC members have a much larger chance of being incorporated into

these two institutions at both central and local levels (Lu 2014). For instance, among the

3430 Chinese private entrepreneurs interviewed in 2006 (from the survey introduced below),

the raw probability of being selected to the PC is 21% among ACFIC members, while the

probability is only 6% for non-members. Similarly, the raw probability of being selected into

the PPCC is 38% for ACFIC members, while it is only 7% for non-members. For simplicity,

I will call the former group “insiders” and the latter group “outsiders”. Insiders enjoy a

higher chance of being incorporated; however, outsiders can foresee only a slim chance of

being incorporated , unless they join the ACFIC first.

Several predictions emerge from the simple decision framework. First, for a non-politician

entrepreneur (i.e. who has not recently held office), the estimated return (rli) to political

office has a positive effect on one’s interest in prioritizing seeking political office. The effect

could be more salient among non-politician insiders than outsiders. This is because outsiders

expect a low chance of successfully holding political office after making an investment in

seeking office, which makes the learned returns matter less for them.

Hypothesis 1 (H1). Among non-politician entrepreneurs, the learned returns to polit-

ical office increase one’s interest in seeking political office, and the effect is stronger among

insiders than among outsiders.

Second, for a politician entrepreneur i who has recently held office, she has known the

realized ri for her firm. Thus, the OLS learned return–if she does learn the returns–will

have a smaller effect on her decision. Accordingly, conditional on what she has already

gotten from holding political office (ri), the estimated return (rli) to political office will not

affect her decision regarding whether to seek office again in the future. Unfortunately, to

test this prediction, one would need to measure the actual return to political office for each
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entrepreneur who has recently held political office and control for this in the regression model.

However, this is difficult, especially because the data are cross-sectional rather than panel-

structured, which does not allow a rigorous estimation of the reward for holding political

office for each firm.

With that being said, if one believes that the actual return to each individual firm can

be captured by the firm-level characteristics which are controlled for in the second-step

estimation, a null effect of the learned returns on the expressed interest in seeking office

among politician entrepreneurs would support the second prediction. That is what the data

show.

3.3 Data and Estimation

The data used here are from the 2006 Privately Owned Enterprises Survey, jointly conducted

by the ACFIC, the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS), the State Administration

of Industry and Commerce (SAIC), and the United Front Work Department (UFWD) of

the Central Committee of the CCP. The research team used stratified random sampling

to generate nationally representative samples of privately owned firms across all Chinese

provinces and all industries (Haveman et al. 2017). The survey contains 3238 observations

that have valid information about provinces and industries, resulting in 321 province-industry

groups. As discussed below, to estimate the heterogeneous returns to political office (i.e.,

holding a seat in the PC or the PPCC) in each province-industry group, I drop groups with

fewer than five observations or having no variations in the political office variable. The final

sample contains 2804 observations and 114 province-industry groups from 26 provinces and

14 industries.

Uniquely, the 2006 survey asks about a couple of items that are potentially important for

business success and asks private entrepreneurs to evaluate how urgently they will pursue

each of them. The values range from 1 (not urgent at all) to 5 (very urgent).2 A larger level

2The variables are recoded in reverse from the original questions, in which a smaller value indicates more
interest.
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of perceived urgency thus reflects more interest in pursuing an item. Among these items,

one is about the perceived urgency of seeking a seat in the PC or the PPCC, which allows

me to examine who is interested in seeking political office rather than who will eventually

hold political office. As previous studies have suggested, the latter is also affected by the

decisions of the ruling party (Li, Meng, and Zhang 2006; Lu 2014), thus capturing things

beyond the interest of private entrepreneurs. However, unfortunately, because the question

does not distinguish between the PC and the PPCC, this article will not treat the two formal

institutions differently, though previous studies (e.g., Sun, Zhu, and Wu 2014) and Chapter

5 show that the returns to political office are more substantial in the PC than in the PPCC.

Similarly, the survey also asks about the perceived urgency of frequently contacting

government officials, which is a pervasive informal practice to obtain favorable treatment

from the government in China. These two questions allow me to investigate an interesting

question: when are private entrepreneurs willing to prioritize seeking formal political office

over the common informal practice? Specifically, based on these two questions, I generate

a new binary variable–formal political participation. The variable is coded as 1 if one sees

seeking political office as more urgent than building personal connections with government

officials, and 0 otherwise. For simplicity, I will refer to the recoded variable as private

entrepreneurs’ interest in seeking political office.

Finally, another advantage of the survey is that it was conducted not too long after the

ruling party legitimized political participation of private entrepreneurs in the early 2000s.

Thus, many private entrepreneurs may still be uncertain about the returns to political office,

which makes the estimated returns a potentially important factor in their decision to seek

political office.

Below I introduce the two-step estimation.

3.3.1 First step: Estimate returns to political office (r̂)

yijp = Zλ+DijpGr + Gθ + εijp (3.2)

In Equation (3.2), i indicates firms, j indicates industries, and p denotes provinces.
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yijp is the firm profit margin in 2005, measured by dividing net profits by revenue. Such

normalization mitigates the concern that the estimated returns to political office simply

reflects the selection of big firms into political office. The variable Dijp indicates whether a

firm owner holds a seat in the PC or the PPCC (1 if yes; 0 otherwise). G is a 1× 114 vector

of province-industry interaction dummies. r is the vector of coefficients of interest: how

much of an increase in the profit margin does holding a seat in the PC or the PPCC bring

in to firms for each province-industry group? When estimated using the OLS, r̂ measures

the OLS learned returns to political office for province-industry groups.

θ, coefficients of the province-industry dummies, capture the fixed effect of each province-

industry group on firm performance. Z is a vector of control variables, such as the logged

revenue in the previous year, while λ is the associated vector of coefficients. Finally, εijp

denotes the idiosyncratic error.

The returns estimate (r̂) will depend on the model specification of first-step OLS regres-

sion. However, it is worth noting that the first-step estimation does not aim to estimate the

true return to political office, which requires the model to be correctly specified for the true

data generating process of firm profit margins. Instead, it aims to approximate the estima-

tion process of private entrepreneurs. Notably, entrepreneurs may use a mis-specified model,

though in the long run, they may gradually learn about the correct specification (e.g., Bray

1982). Accordingly, the performance of the first-step model cannot be evaluated by how

well it predicts firm profit margins. By contrast, a “good” model should generate province-

industry level estimates of the returns to political office that perform well in accounting

for the variation in entrepreneurs’ interest in seeking political office (in the second-step es-

timation discussed below). Again, because there is little evidence regarding what control

variables Z Chinese private entrepreneurs consider in practice, I will experiment with sev-

eral alternatives and focus on the one that yields r̂ best at explaining variations in the second

step.
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3.3.2 Second step: Estimate the effect of r̂ on office seeking

Using the obtained r̂ from the first step as the learned returns to political office for firms, the

second step examines how learned returns affect private entrepreneurs’ interest in seeking

political office using a logit model.

Pr(Sijp = 1) = logit−1
(
r̂jpβ +Xijpα

)
(3.3)

In Equation (3.3), Sijp is the outcome variable of interest. It takes the value of 1 if a

respondent claims that s/he feels it is more urgent to be a deputy to the PC or PPCC than

to build informal political connections with government leaders and 0 otherwise. When the

dependent variable is a continuous measure of the difference of the two items, the main

findings remain qualitatively the same (see Figure 3.4 in the Appendix).

r̂, the estimated returns to political office, is now an explanatory variable. Because r̂ is

unique for each province-industry group, firms in the same province-industry group will take

the same value of r̂. X is a set of firm or individual-level controls, including an entrepreneur’s

perceived urgency of building personal connections with government leaders, perceived polit-

ical status, CCP party membership, age, gender, firm’s registration type, employment size,

firm age, industry dummies, and province dummies (but not province-industry interaction

dummies). I also control for one’s informal political connections, coded as 1 if he or she

used to work in SOEs, collective firms, or government agencies and institutions (jiguan shiye

danwei).

If high learned returns to political office indeed attract more formal political participation,

I would expect β to be positive. Additionally, H1 predicts that the estimated return has

the largest positive effect among non-politician entrepreneurs who are ACFIC members (i.e.,

insiders) and a weak positive effect among non-politician entrepreneurs who are not ACFIC

members (i.e., outsiders), because the former has a significantly higher chance of being

selected into formal institutions than the latter does. To test H1, I separately estimate β

for politician entrepreneurs, non-politician insiders, and non-politician outsiders, as shown
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in Equation (3.4).

Pr(Sijp = 1) = logit−1
(
r̂jpβ1 +

(
C2
ijpr̂jp

)
β2 +

(
C3
ijpr̂jp

)
β3 +Xijpα

)
(3.4)

There are three category indicators–C1, C2, and C3–specifying which category a firm

owner is from. C1, the omitted category, indicates whether a firm owner has recently held a

seat in the PC or the PPCC. C2 takes the value of 1 if a firm owner has not recently held

political office and is an ACFIC member (i.e., non-politician & insider). C3 takes the value

of 1 if a firm owner has not recently held political office and is not an ACFIC member (i.e.,

non-politician & outsider). Accordingly, β1 represents the effect of the learned returns for

politician entrepreneurs, β1 + β2 captures the effect for non-politician insiders, and β1 + β3

for non-politician outsiders. Thus, H1 states that β1 + β2 and β1 + β3 are positive, while the

former is larger than the latter.

Also, because politician entrepreneurs have already been informed of the returns to po-

litical office, they do not rely on the learned returns to decide whether to seek political office.

Thus, β1 is expected to be statistically indistinguishable from zero.

3.3.3 Quantify estimation uncertainties

Before proceeding to the results, it is worth noting that because of the two-step estimation

procedure, the standard errors in the second step are likely to be underestimated, which may

exaggerate the statistical significance of coefficients. This happens because the estimated

returns used as an independent variable in the second step are themselves estimates and thus

have uncertainties.

To address this concern, I calculate the standard errors in the second-step estimation

using the bootstrap resampling method. Specifically, I draw a new sample from the original

sample with replacement, estimate the return to political office for each province-industry

group, regress the interest of seeking political office on the OLS learned returns, obtain the

estimates of interest (i.e., β1, β1 + β2 and β1 + β3), and store them. I then repeat this

process 500 times, calculate the standard deviations of the three estimates across the 500
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bootstrapped samples, and use them as standard errors for the estimates.

3.4 Findings

To choose a model specification to approximate the estimation process of entrepreneurs in

the first step, I experiment with several alternatives, from one without any additional con-

trols but province-industry dummies, to a complicated one controlling for both firm-level

characteristics and owners’ informal political connections. Again, a proper model specifi-

cation should yield the learned returns that explain the variation of entrepreneurs’ interest

in seeking political office well.3 Accordingly, I conduct a likelihood ratio (LR) test for the

second-step logit regression, which examines whether the learned returns variable and its

interactions with entrepreneur types significantly improve the model fit if included in the

logit model.

Specifically, in the LR test, the restrictive model includes all predictors (X) discussed in

Eq.3.3 except for the estimated returns variable. I then separately test whether including

the learned returns variable (Eq.3.3) significantly improves the logit model fit, and whether

including the estimated return variable and its interactions with entrepreneur types (Eq.3.4)

significantly improves the model fit.

Table 3.1 reports the LRT p-values when the first step uses different OLS models. M1

estimate the returns to political office for each province-industry group without adding any

controls. M2 to M4 gradually add more control variables. Column (1) reports the LRT

p−value for adding the returns estimated using each first-step OLS model from M1 to M4.

Similarly, column (2) reports that for adding both the estimated returns and their interac-

tions with the entrepreneur types.

As indicated by the small p-values, M2 significantly outperforms the restrictive model,

3Alternatively, not to use the same data for both model selection and estimation, one may split the
sample into two parts. One part is only used for model selection while the rest conducts estimation using
the selected models for both the first and the second steps. Unfortunately, my limited sample size does not
afford such investigation. With that said, the model selection here does not mechanically imply whether the
coefficient of learned returns will be positive or negative or that learned returns will have divergent effects
among the three groups of entrepreneurs, both of which are the interest of the second-step estimation.
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Table 3.1: Likelihood Ratio Test for Second-Step Logit Regressions

1st-step Control variables (Z) p-values

Add returns Add returns &

interactions

(1) (2)

M1 No additional controls 0.195 0.092

M2 M1+revenue in the previous year 0.061 0.045

M3 M2+firm age+registration type+employee 0.212 0.069

M4 M3+informal connections+ACFIC member 0.167 0.178

Note: P -values are from LR tests for second-step logit regression. For each LR test for

each model in the first-step step, the restrictive model includes the urgency of building

personal connections with government leaders, perceived political status, informal polit-

ical connections, CCP party membership, owner’s age, gender, firm’s registration type,

employment size, firm age, industry dummies, and province dummies (but not province-

industry interaction dummies).

while other, more sophisticated models (e.g., M3 and M4) do not. The finding suggests

that entrepreneurs may estimate and learn the return in a simple way: they compare peers

holding political office and those who do not in the same province-industry group while also

considering the firm’s recent past performance.

Figure 3.1 further plots the distribution of estimated returns to political office across the

114 province-industry groups estimated using M2. Again, the OLS estimated return for each

group is used to measure entrepreneurs’ learned returns to political office: how much they

expect that a seat in the PC or the PPCC will be worth to them. For instance, learned

returns of 0.1 indicate that they may expect a seat in the PC or the PPCC to increase the

profit margin of their firms by ten percentage points.

The histogram demonstrates considerable variations. Thus, expectations of the benefits

of holding political office also vary. Notably, the real returns to political office may also

vary across industries and regions. For instance, the state may have different demands for
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Figure 3.1: Distribution of OLS Learned Returns to Political Offices
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Note: Distribution of the OLS learned returns (estimated using M2 in Table 3.1) across the 114

province-industry groups.

business cooperation across regions and industries. Thus, it channels different amounts of

economic privileges to entrepreneurs who hold political office to attract entrepreneurs to

cooperate with the regime in exchange for a seat in formal institutions. Accordingly, while

some firms may benefit from holding political office, other politically connected firms may

need to bear higher burdens from the government, such as spending more on government-

related expenses, which hurts firms’ performance and profits (Sun, Zhu, and Wu 2014; Desai

and Olofsg̊ard 2011).

Figure 3.2 plots the OLS learned returns to political office across provinces and industries.

The learned returns meet our expectation of the actual returns. First, the inland provinces,
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Figure 3.2: Learned Returns to Political Office in Provinces and Industries
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such as Sichuan, Hunan, and Shaanxi, have generally large learned returns to political office

across industries while the more developed coastal provinces, such as the Jiangsu, Zhejiang,

and Guangdong, generally have low returns to political office across industries. Because the

latter provinces usually have better business policy environment, the pattern suggests that

the returns to political office decline along with the improved general business environment.

This is consistent with previous finding that entrepreneurs have less interest in seeking

political office if the general business environment improves (Li, Meng, and Zhang 2006).
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Additionally, the northeastern provinces, especially Heilongjiang and Jilin, have high

learned returns. Because these provinces are the base for many SOEs and could have suffered

the most from the declining profits of SOEs, the state may channel substantial private

benefits to the incorporated private entrepreneurs to mobilize their cooperation and support

in creating jobs and paying taxes, resulting in actual high returns to political office. Thus,

the OLS learned returns are consistent with our expectations about the actual returns.

Do the varying OLS learned returns to political office affect private entrepreneurs’ interest

in prioritizing seeking political office over building personal connections with government

officials? Figure 3.3 presents the effect of the learned returns (r̂), conditional on different

types of entrepreneurs.

Figure 3.3: Effect of OLS Learned Returns on Office Seeking
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Although M2 is the preferred model specification for the first step, Figure 3.3 also shows
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the effect of the learned returns when they are estimated using different specifications re-

ported in Table 3.1. In fact, the effect of learned returns is constantly positive and statisti-

cally significant among non-politician insiders. Because 49% of sampled non-politician en-

trepreneurs are ACFIC members,4 nearly half of the sampled Chinese private entrepreneurs

are responsive to the learned returns. In contrast, the effect becomes much weaker and

statistically insignificant among non-politician outsiders. Thus, H1 is supported.

Also, it shows that the effect of the learned returns is statistically insignificant and small

in magnitude among entrepreneurs who recently held political office. The finding is consistent

with the prediction that politician entrepreneurs do not rely on the OLS learned returns to

decide whether to seek office again in the future. However, again, because it is difficult, if

not impossible, to measure and control for the actual returns to political office for each firm,

the null effect of the learned returns for politician entrepreneurs is more suggestive than

conclusive.

As a robustness check, when the dependent variable is measured as the simple difference

between the urgency of building the two forms of political connections, the main findings

remain qualitatively the same (Figure 3.4 in the Appendix).

Table 3.2: Effect of Learned Returns on Office Seeking, Conditional on Entrepreneur Types

Coefficient 95% Confidence Interval

Politician entrepreneurs (β1) 0.05 [−1.26, 1.37]

Non-politician insiders (β1 + β2) 1.92 [0.42, 3.42]

Non-politician outsiders (β1 + β3) 0.62 [−1.43, 2.66]

Note: The estimates are the coefficients of estimated returns in the second-step logit

regressions when the returns are estimated using M2 in the first step; the confidence

intervals are constructed using a normal approximation with bootstrapped standard

errors.

Table 3.2 presents the numeric estimation result when the first step estimation uses M2.

4Among all the sampled private entrepreneurs, 64% of them hold ACFIC memberships.
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The coefficient estimate for non-politician insiders is 1.92. Thus, a one standard deviation

increase in the learned returns (0.18) will increase the logged odds of prioritizing seeking

political office by 0.346 units. Equivalently, the probability of prioritizing seeking political

office increases from its sample proportion at 21% to 27.3%, which is an increase of 30%

((0.273− 0.21)/0.21 = 0.3).

3.5 Conclusion

This chapter aims to test how the (learned) returns to political offices affect business elites’

likelihood of seeking political offices in the future. Differing from the existing studies, I

argue that the returns to political office may not necessarily be known to business elites

when deciding whether to seek political office. Thus, they need to estimate them. Notably,

comparison and estimation are possible because they can observe who holds political office.

Borrowing insights from previous studies that people may learn in a way that can be

approximated by OLS regressions, this study measures the learned returns to political of-

fice by estimating the returns for firms from different industries and provinces using OLS

regressions. Interestingly, the learned returns from more sophisticated OLS models do not

necessarily perform better than simpler ones in explaining entrepreneurs’ interest in seeking

political office. Thus, it seems that Chinese private entrepreneurs may use some unsophisti-

cated learning in practice.

In the second-step estimation, I find that OLS learned returns have a positive effect on

the odds of prioritizing seeking political office among entrepreneurs who have not recently

held political office. The effect is limited to those who have already built some formal

connections with the government, who account for half of the non-politician entrepreneurs.

By contrast, and also consistent with the prediction, the effect is weaker among non-politician

entrepreneurs who have not built such minimal formal connections yet. As the latter has

a significant disadvantage in seeking political office in authoritarian China, they may keep

building informal connections with government officials.

This chapter contributes supports a necessary assumption of the theory by showing that
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that many private entrepreneurs respond to the OLS learned returns to political office. Thus,

the rulers are well motivated to channel substantial economic privileges to those incorporated

business elites to signal the high returns to political office. Because when failing to do so,

they will have difficulties in continuously attracting business elites to support the regime to

gain a profitable seat in formal institutions.
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3.6 Appendix

3.6.1 A Decision Model

When deciding whether to seek political office (S ∈ {0, 1}), an entrepreneur i compares the

expected returns to political office and the cost. More specifically, entrepreneur i is willing

to seek political office if the probability of holding political office (pi) times the perceived

returns to political office (r̂i(·)) is larger than the cost ci.

Si = 1{pir̂i
(
ri, r

l
i

)
> ci} (3.5)

An entrepreneur’s perception of the returns to political office for his firm can be affected

by different information sources, conditional on whether he has recently held political office.

The returns to political office can be different for each firm, and the returns are not known

until a firm owner has been in office for a while. Thus, entrepreneur i who has recently held

political office is fully informed about the actual returns to political office ri (ri ∈ [0, 1]). By

contrast, those who have not held political office before have to learn about the returns from

their peers. For instance, in the case discussed below, firm i’s owner may compare the firm

performance of entrepreneurs holding political office and firm performance of those who do

not in the same industry and region of his firm. The comparison between politician and non-

politician firms from the same industry-region group yields the learned returns, rli, which, in

turn, affect entrepreneur i’s decision to seek political office. Notably, the experienced return

ri and the learned return rli are different, though they may be correlated.

r̂i =

ri, if already politician

rli, if non-politician
(3.6)

To be considered as a candidate for political office, one also needs to bear the cost ci

to provide goods valuable to the ruling party. As discussed in the theory chapter, the cost

may include more tax payments, larger employment size, more environmental regulation
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compliance, more social donations, and the cost of building party cells in firms. For simplicity,

ci ∼ Unif(0, c̄).

If one has already served in the office recently, he or she is fully informed of the returns

to political office. Accordingly, conditional on the particular realized returns to his or her

firms, the learned/estimated returns to political office do not affect his or her decision to

political office again in the future. By contrast, if one has not recently held office, the

estimated returns matter to him or her. For the latter case, I consider two scenarios. First,

one has already built some minimal formal political connection with the state, such as being

a member of the ACFIC. ACFIC membership matters because its members have a much

larger chance of being selected to the PC or the CPPCC after paying some cost of seeking

political office (Lu 2014). Thus, for them, the probability of holding political office is higher

at p̄. Second, for those who have not yet made such a political investment, the chance of

selection is smaller, at p. I call the former “insiders” and the latter are “outsiders”. Those

who have recently held political office are also insiders. 0 ≤ p < p̄ ≤ 1.

pi =

p̄, if insider

p, if outsider

Predictions

How do the learned returns to office affect the decision to seek political office? Denote the

probability that a firm owner is interested in seeking political office as: πi = Pr(Si = 1),

where πi ∈ [0, 1]. For simplicity, p̄ ≤ c̄. Thus, Eq. 3.5 implies: πi = pir̂i
c̄

.

1. Non-politician entrepreneurs. For private entrepreneur i who has not recently held

office, he has not observed the realized ri for his firm yet. Instead, he has to rely on

the learned valued of returns, r̂i = rli. In this case, the probability of seeking political

office is πi =
pir

l
i

c̄
. Again, pi can take different values, conditional on whether one is an

insider or an outsider.
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(a) Insider: πi =
pir

l
i

c̄
=

p̄rli
c̄

. ∂πi
∂rli

= p̄
c̄
> 0. Hence, one’s interest in seeking political

office increases along with increased learned returns to political office.

(b) Outsider: ∂πi
∂rli

=
p

c̄
≥ 0. Thus, one’s likelihood of seeking political office will

weakly increase along with the increase of the learned returns to political office.

Also, ∂πi
∂rli
|insider= p̄

c̄
> ∂πi

∂rli
|outsider=

p

c̄
. Accordingly, the marginal effect of the learned

returns to political office is larger among insiders than among outsiders.

2. Already-Politician Entrepreneurs. For a private entrepreneur i who has recently held

office, he has known the realized ri for his firm. In this case, r̂i = ri. πi = piri
c̄

, which

is not a function of rli, though rli and ri may be correlated with each other. Thus,

conditional on what he has already gotten from holding political office, the learned

returns to office do not affect his decision, namely ∂πi
∂rli
| ri = 0

Table 3.3 summarizes the predicted effect of the learned returns to political office on one’s

probability of being interested in seeking political office. Specifically, the effect is zero for

already-politician entrepreneurs. Among non-politician entrepreneurs, the positive effect is

stronger among insiders.

Table 3.3: Predicted Effect of Learned Returns to Political Office on Office Seeking

Entrepreneur types Effect of learned returns

Politician entrepreneurs Null effect: ∂πi
∂rli
| ri = 0

Non-politician insiders Strong effect:∂πi
∂rli

= p̄
c̄

Non-politician outsiders Weak effect: ∂πi
∂rli

=
p

c̄
< p̄

c̄
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3.6.2 Additional Figures

Figure 3.4 replicates the analysis reported in Figure 3.3 in the main text. The only difference

is that the dependent variable is measured with the perceived urgency of seeking political

office minus that of building informal political connections now. Thus, the dependent variable

is continuous. The findings are qualitatively the same as those reported in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.4: Effect of OLS Learned Returns on Alternative Measure of Office Seeking
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Note: The vertical lines indicate the 90% (bold) and 95% (regular) confidence intervals, respectively.

The confidence intervals use bootstrapped standard errors for the normal approximation of coefficient

distributions.
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CHAPTER 4

Private Benefits as Public Signals: Wealth into

Politics, Business Networks, and State-Business

Exchanges

4.1 Introduction

Chapter 3 has shown that some Chinese private entrepreneurs – namely, those who have

not recently held political office but have already built some formal connections with the

ruling party – are responsive to the learned returns to political office. When the OLS learned

returns increase, they express a stronger interest in prioritizing seeking political office over

building informal connections with officials.

The learning mechanism further motivates the ruling party to select past supporters to

formal institutions (Implication 1) and reward them appropriately (Implication 2) so that

it mobilizes potential candidates to spend efforts in supporting the regime in exchange for

a profitable seat in formal institutions.1 To ensure that potential candidates will invest

in supporting the regime, rather than bribing some individual officials, the ruling party

may need to discipline the selection process so that factional politics and corruption do not

significantly affect the selection outcome.

Authoritarian rulers may demand different forms of support from the business sector.

Thus, the selection rule may need to vary accordingly. In the Chinese case, the declining

1Implication 1 (Selection): The ruler maintains a selection rule so that loyal business elites are more likely
to gain a seat in formal institutions, like the legislature. Implication 2 (Rewarding): The ruler maintains
proper rewards for incorporated business elites so that the latter enjoy various economic privileges while in
office.
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ability of the public enterprise to create job opportunities and to generate revenue has made

employment and fiscal revenue a salient concern for the ruling party (Lin 2017). Adding insult

to injury, the economic decentralization and inter-jurisdiction competition have incentivized

local officials to collude with private entrepreneurs in evading tax (Cai and Treisman 2004).

Thus, to increase tax compliance, the ruling party may routinely select those pay more taxes

to formal institutions. Meanwhile, it may also punish potential entrepreneur candidates who

have evaded tax by rejecting their candidacy. The selection rule, when becoming common

knowledge, will reduce tax evasion of entrepreneurs who have the interest in holding a seat

in the formal institutions.

Abundant anecdotal evidence shows that tax payment is an important criterion when the

ruling party selects private entrepreneurs into formal institutions. At the subnational level,

the party’s Organization Department often refers to the tax payment information from the

local branch of the National Tax Bureau (NTB) when selecting private entrepreneurs into the

subnational legislature.2 For instance, in 2006, seven out of the 113 businessman candidates

lost their candidacy because of tax evasion in Hubei province, while another sitting deputy

was forced to resign due to tax arrears in the previous two months (Zuo 2006). As another

example, in an official letter posted online in November 2016, the local branch of the NTB

in Qianjiang in Hubei province mandated that the local PC (LPC) should veto businessman

candidates whose firms have evaded taxes or defaulted on tax payments in the previous three

years.3

Similarly, at the national level, several businessman candidates lose their candidacies or

get their deputy status suspended due to underpayment of taxes. For instance, Luo Zeqin,

chairman and CEO of a famous dietary supplement firm in Guangdong province, was selected

as a deputy member in the NPC in 2003. In 2006, the NTB revealed her tax evasion and she

2Hanchuan National Tax Bureau, “Hanchuan NTB strictly monitors the ’tax honesty’ of candidates
during the elections of the PC and CPPCC.” Nov. 17, 2016, available at http://www.hanchuan.gov.cn/

news/2016117/n105466536.html. [Accessed on June 16, 2019.]

3Qianjiang National Tax Bureau, “Veto PC candidates who lack tax honesty.” November 16, 2016, avail-
able at http://www.hbntax.gov.cn/art/2016/11/16/art_15442_524272.html.[Accessed on November 24,
2016.]
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lost her deputy status.4 The NPC deputy status of Li Yichao, chairman of Zhongtai Group

from Henan, was suspended in 2007 because of tax evasion in the previous two years.5

Using panel data on Chinese publicly listed firms, this chapter provides a quantitative

assessment of what factors affect an entrepreneur’s chance of being selected into the NPC,

with a specific emphasis on the role of tax payment (and the employment size). Additionally,

it examines whether the same firms indeed gain favorable treatment from the government

after being incorporated into the NPC. Specifically, I examine whether the incorporated firms

have better firm performance and have a larger chance of obtaining government subsidies

when their business gets bad (as indicated by the declining revenue from the previous year).

Finally, making use of the data on board directors of the firms, I construct the inter-

firm network of these publicly listed firms and examine Implication 3.6 Implication 3 has

highlighted that as the incorporated business elites are under the spotlight, whenever they

do not gain economic privileges, the rest of business elites will notice that. The visibility, in

turn, compels the ruler to fulfill his or her promise of rewarding these incorporated business

elites. In this sense, the inter-firm network, due to its role of circulating information among

many interconnected business elites, can also make the government treatment semi-public

and can be a substitute for holding political office.

Thus, we should expect firms central in the inter-firm network to gain less from holding

formal political office than firms at the periphery of the inter-firm network do. Again, this

smaller returns to political office among well-interconnected firms do not necessarily mean

that they are disadvantaged. By contrast, they can spread information about governmental

mistreatment, if any, to many other firms even without holding political office. Thus, when

one compares the government treatment or firm performance before and after a firm is

4“CEO resigns from NPC due to tax evasion.” June 2, 2006, available at http://finance.sina.com.

cn/money/swgh/20060602/07512618646.shtml.[Accessed on Nov 24, 2016.]

5“Li Yichaos NPC deputy status was terminated due to alleged tax evasion.” February 28, 2007, available
at http://news.sina.com.cn/c/l/20070228/170312393588.shtml.[Accessed on November 24, 2016.]

6Implication 3 (Moderating effect of network positions): The marginal effect of holding political office on
the probability of being rewarded by the state is smaller when a business elite has connections with more
others.
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incorporated, the increase is smaller among well-interconnected firms than among poorly

interconnected firms.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In the second section, I introduce the data

and variables. The third and fourth sections present the findings of selection (Implication

1) and rewarding (Implication 2), respectively. The fifth section shows the results of the

moderating effect of inter-firm networks (Implication 3). The final section concludes.

4.2 Data and Variables

In contrast to other chapters in the dissertation that use cross-sectional data on Chinese

private firms, this chapter focuses on publicly listed companies that issue A shares from

2001 to 2014.7 As in other chapters, the main emphasis is on private firms. Following Wang,

Wong, and Xia (2008), I classify the ownership of listed firms based on the ultimate owner,

and separate the sample into three ownership categories: non-state firms, local SOEs, and

central SOEs.8 Then, I keep only firms that are classified as non-state firms for a least half of

the time during which they stay in the sample. In all regression analyses, I will also control

for state share, a continuous measure for state ownership (e.g., Yu 2013).

In addition, following previous studies, I exclude companies in the finance industry and

drop observations that have extreme values in important variables (e.g., Yu 2013; Truex

2014). Specifically, I drop observations whose return on asset (ROA), operating profit mar-

gin, or total profits (lirun zonge) are at the 1% level in either tail of the distributions.

Eventually, the sample contains 960 firms out of the around 2660 firms that issue A shares

during the period of analysis, resulting in 6450 firm-year observations.

7Chinese companies may issue three kinds of tradable shares. A-shares, listed on the Shanghai and
Shenzhen domestic stock exchanges, are issued to domestic investors and traded in Chinese renminbi (RMB).
Differently, B-shares are issued to foreign investors and traded in either US or Hong Kong dollars. Third, a
Chinese company may issue H-shares and trade on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange (e.g., Yu 2013, p.80).

8If a firm’s ultimate owner is a non-government unit such as an entrepreneur or foreign company, it
is classified as a non-state firm. Similarly, local SOEs refer to those that are ultimately owned by local
governments (e.g., the Finance Bureau). Central SOEs are those owned by central government agencies,
such as the Ministry of Finance.
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The listed firm data, obtained from the China Stock Market & Accounting Research

(CSMAR) database, have two advantages. First, the data is panel structured. Thus, I can

examine the selection of NPC deputies and its immediate consequences using the same set

of firms. Moreover, it allows me to control for invariant firm-level characteristics that could

drive a spurious correlation between political incorporation and firm performance. Second,

the detailed information released on the annual reports of listed firms allows me to construct

the inter-firm network among all listed firms across years, which cannot be done using other

data sources. The inter-firm network further allows me to construct the degree centrality

measure used to test Implication 3.

The primary variable of interest is whether a firm’s CEO or chairman of the board

(referred for simplicity hereafter as CEOs) holds a seat in the NPC for a given year. The

information source is the annual reports of firms, which are available in the CSMAR database.

To reduce measurement error, I also cross-check the name on the list of deputies released by

the NPC. It is worth noting that all of the Chinese listed firms–including those not holding

seats in the NPC–are to some extent politically connected because they need to obtain

approval from the state to list on the domestic stock exchanges in the first place (Haveman

et al. 2017). Thus, a firm may get more visible political connections through holding a seat

in the national legislature, but not necessarily more political connections.

Among the 6450 firm-year observations, around 6.7% are coded as NPC firms, in which,

namely, the CEO holds a seat in the NPC in that year. Because the data spans from the

year 2001 to the year 2014, it covers the 9th (1997-2002), 10th (2003-2007), 11th (2008-

2012), and 12th (2013-2018) NPC. As shown in Figure 1, the number of NPC firms increases

dramatically in 2003 after the ruling party legitimized the political participation of private

entrepreneurs. The number of NPC firms varies in the same five-year term of NPC, which

may be due to the turnover of firm CEOs and the entry of new firms.

Another variable of interest is firms’ connections with others in the inter-firm network. To

construct the inter-firm network, I rely on the information on board directors of firms. If an

individual sits on two corporate boards in a given year, the two firms are assumed to have a
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Figure 4.1: Dynamics of the Number of NPC Firms
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tie in that year. Such an individual is also called an “interlocking directorate” in the sociology

literature. Interlocking directorates put boards in contact, which facilitates communication

among them (Mizruchi 1996; Sapinski and Carroll 2017). In fact, “[i]nterlocking directorates

[are] the most widely employed measure of interfirm networks” (Mizruchi 1996, p.283). After

constructing the inter-firm network, I measure how well a firm is connected to others using

the usual measure of degree centrality, namely the number of other firms with which the

firm has a tie in a given year.

Concern about the inter-firm connection measure arises due to a recent regulation. On

October 19, 2013, the ruling party issued “Rule 18”, which prohibits party and government

officials, either current or within three years from the date of resignation, from holding

positions in companies. The mandate affects not only officials, but also university professors

and top managers in SOEs who hold a position in private firms, because the latter may have

similar ranks as government officials in the Chinese civil-service ranking. Since 2014, many

have been forced to resign (Hope, Yue, and Zhong n.d.). While the mandate’s consequence
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may be interesting in itself, the sudden and involuntary resignation of many directors reduces

the reliability of continuously using shared directors to construct the inter-firm network. For

instance, in compliance with the mandate, a shared director may nominally resign from both

firms, breaking the nominal tie between firms, but he or she may still be willing to channel

underground communications between them. Because of these concerns, the analysis ends

in 2014 (because the network measures enter all analyses with a one-year lag). I will further

address potential problems introduced by the way the inter-firm network is constructed when

discussing the moderating effect of firm network positions.

The definition of other variables is provided in the Appendix.

4.3 Selection

This section investigates what firm characteristics lead CEOs to be selected into the NPC.

I use data from three years, 2002, 2007, and 2012, each of which is one year before a new

five-year term of the NPC begins. Among the 1146 firm-year observations, 91 (7.9%) of

them are selected to the NPC in the following year.

As Implication 1 suggests, firms that pay more taxes and hire more employees have a

larger chance of being incorporated. To examine competing explanations, I also consider

whether NPC firms are selected to advance factional interests or for corruption exchanges.

While the factional tie variable is included in regressions, the possibility of corruption ex-

changes is discussed using a recent legislative vote-buying scandal in Liaoning province.

To assess the effect of factions, I construct a factional tie measure to proxy the likelihood

that each firm is connected to the dominant faction of the ruling party. First, using the

biographical information of the CCP’s Central Committee (CC) members from Lu and Ma

(2015), I identify all members who have factional ties with the General Party Secretaries (i.e.,

Jiang Zemin, Hu Jintao, and Xi Jinping during different periods). Following previous studies,

I assume that factional ties occur between a CC member and the Party Secretary when they

have shared birthplaces, educational institutions, or work units (Shih, Adolph, and Liu 2012).

Second, I record the birth provinces of these CC members who have factional ties with the
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supreme party leader. Finally, I count how many of these connected CC members are from

each province each year. Thus, the measure is the number of CC members connected to the

concurrent supreme party leader that a province has “produced.” The measure ranges from

0 to 8 in the sample, while the usual size of the Central Committee is slightly more than

200. A larger value reflects a larger chance that the firms in a given province in a given year

have factional ties to the dominant faction of the ruling party. Of course, this is not the

ideal measure for firm-level factional ties, but it is a feasible one given the data limitations.

Table 4.1 summarizes the results. Models 1 to 3 are estimated using logistic regressions

while models 4 to 6 are estimated using conditional logistic regressions that control for

province fixed effects. The effect of tax payment is at least marginally statistically significant

when it is measured differently: the absolute value in natural log scale, the absolute value

normalized by total revenue, and the absolute value normalized by the asset. The magnitude

of the logged tax payment is rather small and only marginally significant. In Model 4,

a one standard deviation (7.2; Table 4.4 in the Appendix) increase in firms’ logged tax

payment increases the logged odds of receiving subsidies by 0.288 (7.2 × 0.04 = 0.288)

units. Such an increase in tax payment increases the probability of being selected into

the NPC from its sample proportion (7.9%) to 10.2%. This is an increase of 30% (i.e.,

(0.102− 0.079)/0.079 = 0.29).

However, the magnitude of the effect of the tax-asset ratio is larger and statistically signif-

icant at the conventional level. A one standard deviation (0.01; Table 4.4 in the Appendix) in-

crease in the ratio will increase the logged odds of selection by 0.376 units, which corresponds

to an increase from 7.9% to 11.1%, or an increase of 40.5% (i.e., (11.1 − 7.9)/7.9 = 0.405).

Taken together, the evidence suggests that the state rewards tax compliance rather than

simply rewarding big firms whose tax payment is naturally large. The evidence supports the

selection implication (Implication 1).

Also, the positive coefficients of employment size suggest that firms with a larger em-

ployment size are more likely to be incorporated into the NPC. However, the results are not

statistically significant at conventional levels.
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Table 4.1: Selection of Businessman Deputies in the National Legislature

DV: Firms Selected to NPC Next Year? (yes=1)

VARIABLES (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

NPC ever beforet−1 2.437*** 2.489*** 2.456*** 2.156*** 2.203*** 2.171***

(0.2998) (0.3088) (0.3130) (0.2824) (0.3064) (0.3112)

Tax (logged)t−1 0.038* 0.041*

(0.0208) (0.0238)

Tax/Revenuet−1 15.656** 15.257*

(6.3063) (7.8976)

Tax/Assett−1 36.034*** 37.635***

(12.2244) (13.1959)

Factional tiest−1 0.067 0.072 0.074 0.132* 0.140 0.154*

(0.0542) (0.0571) (0.0579) (0.0796) (0.0855) (0.0876)

Degree centralityt−1 -0.037 -0.040 -0.036 0.004 -0.004 -0.001

(0.0504) (0.0509) (0.0504) (0.0404) (0.0419) (0.0405)

Con. to NPC firmst−1 0.612* 0.441 0.411 0.494 0.318 0.275

(0.3618) (0.3636) (0.3627) (0.4705) (0.4866) (0.4920)

State sharet−1 -0.028** -0.030** -0.030** -0.026** -0.029** -0.030**

(0.0131) (0.0143) (0.0142) (0.0109) (0.0120) (0.0126)

Revenue (logged)t−1 0.258 0.312 -0.1030 0.354** 0.415*** 0.005

(0.2242) (0.2395) (0.2412) (0.1544) (0.1454) (0.1516)

Asset (logged)t−1 0.534* 0.477 0.919*** 0.453 0.406 0.848**

(0.2945) (0.2982) (0.3212) (0.3352) (0.3389) (0.3363)

Employment (logged)t−1 0.153 0.245 0.244 0.156 0.264* 0.272*

(0.1509) (0.1536) (0.1547) (0.1646) (0.1594) (0.1603)

NPC term dumm. yes yes yes yes yes yes

Industry dummies yes yes yes yes yes yes

Province fixed effects yes yes yes

Observations 1,146 1,121 1,121 1,136 1,112 1,112

Number of firms 810 809 809 803 803 803

Pseudo R2 0.277 0.284 0.288 0.297 0.306 0.312

Note: Models 1-3 are estimated using logit regressions while models 4-6 are estimated using con-

ditional logistic regressions controlling for province fixed effects. All independent variables, except

degree and faction connection, are lagged by one year; robust standard errors reported in parentheses;

constant included but not reported; ∗ ∗ ∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗ p < 0.1.
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The factional ties variable also has positive coefficients across the models, but none

of them are statistically distinguishable from zero. The insignificant coefficients do not

necessarily mean that factional ties have no effect because the aggregated measure may

not capture nuanced firm-level variation within the same province and in the same year.

However, given the limited measure, the evidence supporting Implication 1 appears robust

to the consideration of factional interest.

Now, consider the Liaoning legislative vote-buying scandal. Liaoning province had 102

deputies selected into the 12th NPC (2013-2018), accounting for 3.3% of all deputies. In

2016, a second-round anti-corruption inspection in Liaoning revealed that 45 deputies from

Liaoning, most of whom were business entrepreneurs, had bribed their way into the NPC

through vote-buying (Forsythe 2016). Following the inspection, their deputy status was

terminated in September 2016.9 Thus, the ruling party indeed disciplines the selection of

NPC business deputies.

Additionally, it is known that the selection of Liaoning deputies for the 12th NPC involved

corruption. Thus, if the selection process of other deputies is different from those in Liaoning,

the indirect evidence suggests that the selection process is more disciplined and involves less

corruption in many other regions.

My restricted sample of non-state listed firms includes only 16 firms from Liaoning in

2012, 3 of which were selected to the 12th NPC in the following year. The limited number

of observations does not afford a rigorous assessment of how the Liaoning firms are different

from others. However, the simple scatterplot in Figure 4.2 demonstrates that the selection in

Liaoning indeed deviates from others. For the rest of the sample, tax payment increases the

selection chance; however, in Liaoning, the relationship is reversed. (The negative correlation

is not driven by the far-right triangle point and remains negative after dropping this firm.10)

The finding is consistent with Lorentzen and Lu (2018) in the sense that regions that

9Xinhua News Agency, “The NPC standing committee declares invalid election regarding 45 Liaon-
ing NPC deputes due to vote buying.” September 13, 2016, available at http://news.xinhuanet.com/

politics/2016-09/13/c_1119560871.htm.

10The firm’s chairwoman is Li Guilian, who has already served in the NPC before.
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Figure 4.2: Tax Compliance and NPC Selection among Liaoning Firms
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departed from meritocratic governance practices are more likely to be targeted during the re-

cent anti-corruption campaign. In this case, “meritocracy” means selecting loyal supporters,

such as whose tax-asset ratio is high, into the NPC, but not corrupted business elites.

4.4 Rewarding

This section investigates the effect of incorporation on firm performance (Implication 2).

The dependent variables include two well-defined indicators for the overall performance of

firms: return on asset (ROA) is measured as net profits divided by total assets, and operating

profit margin (Margin) is measured as the operating profit divided by total revenue. I also

consider two additional dependent variables. First, the average cost per dollar in revenue is

obtained by dividing total costs by total revenue for each firm in each year. This indicator

is mostly informed by recent findings that political connections enable firms to buy land at

a lower price (Chen and Kung 2018). Such economic privilege is likely to be reflected in a
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reduction in total costs. Second, I also consider a source that is directly controlled by the

government: government subsidies. The data on government subsidies is only available from

2007 to 2014.

Before proceeding to the analysis, it is worth noting that the empirical investigation

differs from Truex (2014) in two ways. Truex examines the effect of holding a seat on firms’

performance–Margin and ROA–in the 11th NPC (2008-2012) with a sample covering years

from 2005 to 2010. First, I look at a longer time (2003-2014) but focus on a restricted sample

of non-state listed firms. Additionally, I examine not only how deputy status in the NPC

affects the overall performance of connected firms, but also how it affects the resources that

are directly allocated by the state. In particular, I investigate whether the state is more likely

to allocate subsidies to NPC connected firms when they are in crisis. To do so, I construct a

binary indicator for crises, coded as 1 if a firm’s total revenue declines from last year and 0

otherwise. Table 4.5 in the Appendix presents the definition of variables and their summary

statistics.

Taking advantage of the panel structure of data, I estimate the effect of political incorpo-

ration using a two-way fixed-effect model that controls for time-invariant characteristics of

firms. The results are summarized in Table 4.2. Models 1 and 2 indicate that deputy status

improves the overall performance of connected firms. Both ROA and margin increase after

a business elite holds a seat in the NPC, while the effect of ROA is larger. An NPC seat

increases firms’ ROA by 1.06 percentage point and margin by 2.4 percentage points. The

similar finding applies to the average cost measure: the cost-revenue ratio declines by 2.7

per cent due to an NPC seat.

Model 4 of Table 4.2 indicates that incorporated firms do not obtain more government

subsidies overall. However, when an interaction term is added, patterns of NPC and non-

NPC firms are found to be divergent. Model 5 suggests that when a non-NPC firm’s revenue

declines from the previous year, the government subsidies that it receives do not change much

in the current year. By contrast, as the positive interaction effect suggests, the situation for

NPC firms will be much better than that of non-NPC firms.
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Table 4.2: Reward for Business Elites in the NPC

ROA×100 Margin×100 Cost/Rev. Gov’t subsidies (logged)

VARIABLES (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

NPC 1.059** 2.397* -0.027** 0.596 0.377

(0.4788) (1.2683) (0.0128) (0.4383) (0.4085)

NPC × Crisis 1.148**

(0.4811)

Crisis -0.0680

(0.1254)

Con. to NPC firmst−1 0.047 -0.110 -0.001 -0.110 -0.103

(0.2181) (0.6435) (0.0049) (0.1562) (0.1563)

Degree centralityt−1 0.025 0.143 -0.0004 -0.038 -0.040*

(0.0444) (0.1455) (0.0012) (0.0232) (0.0232)

Tax (logged)t−1 0.037*** 0.067* -0.001*** 0.001 0.001

(0.0121) (0.0354) (0.0003) (0.0073) (0.0074)

State sharet−1 -0.042*** -0.079 0.001** 0.025 0.025

(0.0134) (0.0493) (0.0004) (0.0162) (0.0162)

Revenue (logged)t−1 1.965*** 3.836* -0.058*** 0.389 0.403

(0.3612) (2.3090) (0.0106) (0.2653) (0.2793)

Asset (logged)t−1 -2.159*** -2.584 0.037*** 0.350 0.349

(0.3407) (1.7450) (0.0101) (0.3279) (0.3267)

Employment (logged)t−1 -0.487* -2.502** 0.030*** -0.070 -0.087

(0.2675) (1.0122) (0.0081) (0.2152) (0.2164)

Firm fixed effect yes yes yes yes yes

Year dummies yes yes yes yes yes

Observations 5,391 5,391 5,391 4,488 4,488

Number of firms 952 952 952 945 945

Adjusted R2 0.062 0.030 0.067 0.099 0.100

Note: For presentation purpose, two dependent variables–ROA and Margin–are multiplied by 100.

Crisis is a binary variable indicating whether a firm’s total revenue declines from last year. Robust

standard errors in parentheses are clustered at the firm level; constants are included for estimation

but not reported here; ∗ ∗ ∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗ p < 0.1.
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Figure 4.3 presents the finding from Model 5 more straightforwardly. Panel (a) shows that

among non-NPC firms, firms during a crisis–as reflected by the declining total revenue–do not

get more subsidies. However, among the NPC firms, the declining revenue is associated with

a 108 percent increase in government subsidies (p-value=0.024). In panel (b), the difference

between the two groups of firms is statistically significant (est.=1.148; p-value=0.017). Thus,

the rewarding implication (Implication 2) is supported.

Figure 4.3: Political Status and Governmental Subsidies during Firm Crises
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Note: Estimated based on Model 5 of Table 4.2.

In a finding not shown here, I find that there is also a similar difference in short-term

debts between NPC and non-NPC firms (Table 4.6 in the Appendix). A part of short-term
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debt is short-term bank loans. When the revenue of a firm declines, banks may be more

reluctant to lend to it. However, NPC firms can significantly reduce the negative effects of

declining revenue.11 Because short-term debts also include other items, such as accounts

payable, wages, and lease payments, the finding alone does not necessarily support that

NPC firms can gain more short-term bank loans, but it is consistent with the finding of the

subsidies. Together, the findings of subsidies and short-term debt suggest that firms may

purchase insurance by holding political office, as they receive both better access to bank

credit and government subsidies if their business gets bad.

4.5 Business Networks and Returns to Political Office

Implication 3 states that the effect of holding an NPC seat is moderated by a firm’s con-

nections with other firms. Thus, departing from previous studies on the effect of network

structures at the aggregate level (e.g., Derpanopoulos 2018), this prediction speaks to more

nuanced variation across different nodes under the same network structure. Before proceed-

ing to the analysis, I discuss two potential problems introduced by the way that the inter-firm

network is constructed.

To restate, the number of inter-firm connections is measured by degree centrality. Two

firms are assumed to have a tie if they share at least one director. The tie further implies

connections because those interlocking directors may put two firms in contact and channel

communication between them. However, a firm may have ties with many other firms for

two mechanical reasons. First, they may have many board directors. Second, the firm may

have a “popular” director who holds positions in many firms on the board. For instance, a

popular director could be an official, an influential scholar, or someone has rich experience

of managing an SOE before. Although both large board size and the inclusion of a popular

director will also enable a firm to have more connections with others, I will check whether

11Declining revenue from last year reduces the short-term debt by around 19 percent (p-value< 0.0001)
among non-NPC firms. By contrast, after experiencing revenue decline, NPC firms experience an insignificant
decline of short-term debt by 7.5 percent (p-value=0.148). The difference is about 11. percent, which is
statistically significant (p-value=0.04).
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the findings are mainly driven by a large board or a handful of popular directors.

To do so, I construct two additional variables: first, the board size of a firm in a given

year; second, whether a firm includes a board director who serves in more than three firms in

a given year. Both variables will be included in the following analysis to check the sensitivity

of the results.

Table 4.3: Heterogeneous Treatment Effect of NPC Seats on Firm Performance

Without additional controls With additional controls

Margin ×100 ROA×100 Margin×100 ROA×100

VARIABLES (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

NPC 2.397* 4.543** 1.059** 1.691*** 2.415* 4.620** 1.067** 1.731***

(1.2683) (1.8352) (0.4788) (0.6286) (1.2631) (1.8313) (0.4775) (0.6256)

Degree centralityt−1 0.143 0.181 0.025 0.037 0.242 0.281 0.058 0.070

(0.1455) (0.1498) (0.0444) (0.0455) (0.1851) (0.1889) (0.0529) (0.0539)

NPC × Degree centralityt−1 -0.592** -0.174* -0.608** -0.183*

(0.2620) (0.0957) (0.2616) (0.0951)

No. of directorst−1 -0.239 -0.250 -0.105* -0.108*

(0.2987) (0.2989) (0.0600) (0.0601)

Having popular directort−1 -0.648 -0.593 -0.105 -0.088

(1.0329) (1.0335) (0.3289) (0.3281)

Other controls yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes

Firm fixed effect yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes

Year fixed effect yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes

Observations 5,391 5,391 5,391 5,391 5,391 5,391 5,391 5,391

Number of firms 952 952 952 952 952 952 952 952

Adjusted R2 0.03 0.03 0.062 0.063 0.03 0.031 0.063 0.064

Note:Having popular director is a binary variable indicating whether a firm has a board director who holds positions

in more than three firms in a given year. Other controls include a binary for having connections to an NPC firm,

tax payment, state shares, revenue, asset, and employment size, all of which are lagged by one year; Robust standard

errors in parentheses are clustered at the firm level; constants are included for estimation but not reported here; ∗ ∗ ∗

p < 0.01, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗ p < 0.1.

Table 4.3 summarizes the findings. Models 2 and 4 suggest that when the incorporated

business elites are not connected with any others, holding political office increases the oper-
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ating profit margin of their firms by around 4.5 percentage points, and increases the ROA by

around 1.7 percentage points. However, as they become connected to more business elites,

the marginal effects on both dependent variables decrease. The moderating effect of business

networks is more salient on the profit margin variable than on the ROA. Thus, Implication

3 is supported.

Also, a comparison between models 1-4 and models 5-8 indicates that including the two

newly added controls does not change the result. Thus, the finding is unlikely driven by a

handful of firms with large board size or some popular directors.

Additionally, I check whether the moderation effect is driven by the assumption of a lin-

ear interaction effect by using an alternative binning estimation recently proposed by Hain-

mueller, Mummolo, and Xu (2019). Specifically, I break the moderator– degree centrality–

into four bins (respectively corresponding to the four quartiles) and create a dummy variable

for each bin. Then the marginal effect of the NPC variable is estimated at the median value

of the degree centrality variable in each bin. Finally, a Wald test is performed to test the

null hypothesis that the linear interaction model (in Table 4.3) and the four-bin model are

statistically equivalent. The pattern revealed in Figure 4.4 and the large p-values from the

Wald test–0.7 for the margin and 0.15 for ROA–suggest that the interaction effect is indeed

likely linear.

Figure 4.4: Moderating Effect of Business Network Positions
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4.6 Conclusion

Using the data of Chinese listed firms, I establish some empirical regularities that are consis-

tent with what the theory predicts about cooperation-demanding authoritarian states. First,

since the early 2000s, the Chinese ruling party has selected more business supporters into

the NPC while the selection rule gives advantages to those who have paid more taxes in the

past. Second, the incorporated business elites gain favorable treatment from the government,

especially when their firms are in trouble. The favorable treatment eventually contributes

to an overall higher profit margin and return on asset of the incorporated firms.

After business elites learn that the economic privileges channeled to the incorporated

firms are substantial, they will be interested in seeking political office (Chapter 3). The

selection mechanism then would incentivize business elites not to engage in tax evasion in

exchange for a profitable seat in the NPC, which increases the party-state’s fiscal capacity.

Additionally, using the unique data of board directors, I construct the inter-firm network

of Chinese listed firms for each year and measure each firm’s connection to its peer firms.

The inter-firm connections measure enables me to examine the substitutionary relationship

between an entrepreneur’s connection with other entrepreneurs and whether he or she holds

political office as stated in Implication 3.

The evidence supports Implication 3 by revealing that the marginal effect of NPC seats

on enhancing firm performance is smaller among firms that are connected with many others.

This is because the inter-firm network already makes the government treatment semi-public

through connections among firms. Thus, firms central at the inter-firm network have the

advantage in compelling the state to keep its promise of rewarding them even without hold-

ing political office. Consequently, holding political office has a smaller marginal effect in

enhancing firm performance among those already “advantaged” firms.
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4.7 Appendix

This section presents additional tables.
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Table 4.6: Effect of NPC Seats on Short-term Debt during Firm Crises

Short-term debt (logged)

VARIABLES (1) (2)

NPC -0.022 -0.058

(0.0500) (0.0509)

NPC × Crisis 0.114**

(0.0554)

Crisis -0.189***

(0.0190)

Con. to NPC firmst−1 -0.006 -0.003

(0.0240) (0.0236)

Degree centralityt−1 0.008 0.007

(0.0052) (0.0050)

Tax (logged)t−1 -0.003** -0.003**

(0.0013) (0.0013)

State sharet−1 -0.0000 0.0005

(0.0013) (0.0013)

Revenue (logged)t−1 0.206*** 0.257***

(0.0390) (0.0415)

Asset (logged)t−1 0.604*** 0.572***

(0.0402) (0.0408)

Employment (logged)t−1 0.046* 0.044

(0.0280) (0.0277)

Firm fixed effect yes yes

Year dummies yes yes

Observations 5,391 5,391

Number of firms 952 952

Adjusted R2 0.545 0.559

Note: Crisis is a binary variable indicating whether a firm’s total

revenue declines from last year. Robust standard errors in paren-

theses are clustered at the firm level; constants are included for

estimation but not reported here; ∗ ∗ ∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗

p < 0.1.
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CHAPTER 5

Political Office, Entertainment Expenses, and

Government Subsidies during the Anti-Corruption

Campaign

5.1 Introduction

This chapter provides further evidence that entrepreneur deputies in the People’s Congress

(PC) gain substantial economic privileges. The evidence is consistent with Implication 2

that the ruling party channels private benefits to incorporated business elites in the PC to

showcase that it rewards loyal supporters.1 This chapter complements Chapter 4 in three

ways. First, while Chapter 4 examined public listed firms in the National PC (NPC), this

chapter focus on entrepreneur deputies who are all from local PCs (LPC). Although these

local private firms are usually smaller than the listed firms investigated in Chapter 4, they

may play an important role in the local economy and politics (Kennedy 2009). Thus, the

local committees of the ruling communist party and local governments may follow a similar

logic to that of the central government when incorporating these business elites and properly

rewarding them.

Second, the survey was conducted in the summer of 2016, three years into the anti-

corruption campaign led by the ruling party. The anti-corruption campaign, at least partly

a sincere effort to combat corruption (Lorentzen and Lu 2018), has significantly reduced the

value of pre-existing personal networks with government officials, even those with China’s

1Implication 2 (Rewarding): The ruler maintains proper rewards for incorporated business elites so that
the latter enjoy various economic privileges while in office.
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supreme political elites (Chen and Kung 2018). On the other hand, several existing studies

on the PC have argued that PC entrepreneur deputies gain favorable treatment because the

PC provides a forum for them to cultivate personal networks with government officials (e.g.,

Li, Meng, and Zhang 2006; Feng, Johansson, and Zhang 2015; Sun, Zhu, and Wu 2014).

Thus, it will be interesting to investigate whether the LPC entrepreneur deputies still gain

economic privileges during the campaign. If informal connections constitute a significant

channel through which LPC entrepreneur deputies benefit from holding office, we would

expect the economic privileges to significantly shrink during the anti-corruption campaign.

By contrast, if the LPC deputies still gain substantial economic privileges, the finding would

suggest that the ruling party somehow tolerates or encourages local governments to give

favorable treatments to LPC deputies. If so, the finding lends further support to Implication

2.

Indeed, this chapter finds that LPC deputies have a significantly higher chance of ob-

taining government subsidies than their peers who hold no seats in formal institutions.

Specifically, a PC seat increases the probability of receiving subsidies from 30% (the sample

mean) to 46.1%, which is an increase of 53.7%. Although the data do not permit a com-

parison before and after the anti-corruption campaign began, the still substantial advantage

of the PC deputies in obtaining government subsidies during the anti-corruption campaign

suggests it is unlikely that their economic privileges were significantly adversely affected by

the campaign.

Third, this chapter also pays attention to the difference between two major formal politi-

cal institutions in China–the PC and the People’s Political Consultative Conference (PPCC).

The two institutions are, respectively, the NPC and the Chinese People’s Political Consulta-

tive Conference (CPPCC) at the national level, and the LPC and local PPCC (LPPCC) at

sub-national levels. The PC and the PPCC share many similarities and are often mentioned

in parallel as “the two meetings” (lianghui) in news reports. Many scholarly studies on

formal political connections of Chinese business elites do not differentiate the two institu-

tions either (e.g., Feng, Johansson, and Zhang 2015; Li, Song, and Wu 2015). However, this

chapter reveals that business deputies in the two institutions may gain quite different levels
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of economic privileges: while LPC deputies have a higher chance of obtaining government

subsidies during economic slowdowns, the LPPCC deputies do not have more privileges in

comparison to non-politician entrepreneurs. The pattern is interesting because both institu-

tions have a limited role in policymaking (Sun, Zhu, and Wu 2014), but their returns to the

office are different.

This finding challenges Truex’s (2016) argument that the ruling party channels private

benefits to NPC entrepreneur deputies to incentivize them to provide valuable information

to the government, and to be silent on sensitive issues. In fact, it is the PPCC rather than

the PC that is conventionally thought to gather information for the ruling party (Yan 2011).

Accordingly, we would expect PPCC deputies to have similar economic privileges to, if not

more privileges than, PC deputies, if the economic privileges are mainly used in exchange

for valuable information.

The finding that entrepreneur deputies gain differently in the two institutions is likely

because the ruling party uses the two institutions for different purposes, which, in turn,

requires the state to provide a different amount of material rewards for entrepreneurs to

participate and to serve. The PPCC is an “inclusive regime institution,” where the ruling

party puts satellite party leaders, intellectuals, and other social elites (Yan 2011). Besides

window dressing the regime as being inclusive, the PPCC also plays a consultative role by

collecting information for and providing policy advice to the state (Yan 2011). By contrast,

the PC is nominally the legislative body that makes laws and oversees the government’s

performance, though, in reality, it remains marginal and subordinate to the ruling party

(Sun, Zhu, and Wu 2014). In general, the public sees the PC as more prestigious than

the PPCC (Lu 2014). Although both formal institutions have little policymaking power,

the public’s belief that one is more prestigious than the other allows the state to mobilize

support from business elites with different capacities.

On the one hand, the ruling party incentivizes those who can potentially provide substan-

tial economic support to the regime to compete against each other for a seat in the PC, while

it also channels substantial rewards to those who eventually win a seat in the PC. As the

ruling party usually control the selection of PC deputies, entrepreneurs compete to appeal to
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the party rather than ordinary citizens to get a profitable seat in the PC. The competition

for the seat–for instance, through paying more taxes–can be economically costly. The large

investment has to be repaid with substantial benefits later.

On the other hand, the ruling party also provides minimal material rewards to the PPCC

deputies, which are just enough to motivate the deputies to provide a less costly service

for the regime: window dressing the regime as inclusive and playing a consultative role.

The conjecture is supported by two pieces of evidence from previous studies. First, Lu

(2014) finds that big private firm owners have the advantage in gaining seats in the LPC,

but the advantage is much weaker in the LPPCC. Second, Sun and coauthors show that

LPC entrepreneur deputies enjoy more benefits, but also carry a higher burden from the

government than LPPCC entrepreneur deputies do (Sun, Zhu, and Wu 2014, Table 4).

Building upon the overall null effect of holding a seat in the PPCC on government

subsidies, this study further explores under what conditions PPCC deputies may gain some

economic privileges. Specifically, I examine whether PPCC deputies spending more on firm

entertainment expenses have an advantage in obtaining subsidies, while those that do not

spend as much do not have this advantage. If so, the two different patterns would jointly

account for the overall null effect of the PPCC. The entertainment expenses of firms may

matter because previous studies have revealed that a substantial share of these expenses is

used to bribe officials (Cai, Fang, and Xu 2011; Huang and Li 2013; Wang 2014).

If PPCC seats per se do not guarantee economic rents, PPCC entrepreneurs may use their

formal political connections to more effectively bribe government officials to gain access to

state-controlled resources, such as government subsidies. Their formal political connections

can increase the effectiveness of bribe payments for three reasons. First, PPCC entrepreneur

deputies usually have better access to the critical local officials than their peers with no

formal political connections, and the “know-who” advantage enables them to make informal

payments to these officials to gain the subsidies (Ang and Jia 2014). Second, the PPCC

provides a platform for the entrepreneur deputies to frequently interact with government

officials, which increases mutual trust between them (Sun, Zhu, and Wu 2014). The mu-

tual trust may facilitate corrupt exchanges (Rose-Ackerman 1999; Ryvkin and Serra 2012).
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Third, the political titles may enable business elites to better coordinate the collusion among

multiple government agencies, each of which may have veto power over their desired trans-

action (Pei 2016). In sum, in the language of regression, if the dependent variable is whether

a firm receives government subsidies, we would expect a positive interaction effect between

firm entertainment expenses and a binary variable indicating whether the firm owner holds

a seat in the PPCC. The survey data supports this positive interaction effect. Notably, the

positive interaction does not mean that PPCC deputies are unaffected by the anti-corruption

campaign. Instead, it suggests that PPCC entrepreneur deputies have an advantage over

non-politician entrepreneurs, which enables them to more effectively spend on entertainment

expenses.

Although the effectiveness advantages also apply to PC entrepreneur deputies, we may

not expect the same interaction effect. This is because PC entrepreneurs have already had

an advantage in access to state-controlled resources just by virtue of being selected into the

PC. Thus, they may not make an extra investment in entertainment expenses, which are

costly, but do not have a significant marginal effect on bringing in government subsidies.

Accordingly, in a similar regression, as discussed above, we expect no interaction effect

between the entertainment expenses and the binary variable indicating whether one holds a

seat in the PC. The null interaction effect is supported as well.

Of course, neither the two political office variables nor the entertainment expenses vari-

able is randomly assigned. Also, since the survey data are cross-sectional, I cannot control

for firm-specific fixed effects as in Chapter 4. Thus, the common endogeneity concern re-

garding observational studies also applies here. However, given the available data, I will

control for relevant firm-level characteristics and district fixed effects for regression analysis.

Whenever feasible, I also employ matching or other robustness tests to check the results from

the regression analysis. Although those analyses still cannot bolster the findings to causality

claims, the results seem robust to different specification and different estimation strategies.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the second section, I will introduce

the data and variables. The third section reports the findings. The fourth section conducts

robustness checks for the findings. Finally, the fifth section concludes the paper.
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5.2 Empirical Strategy

Data

This chapter uses a firm survey–the China Employer-Employee Survey (CEES)–jointly con-

ducted by Tsinghua University, the Chinese Academy of Social Science (CASS) and the Hong

Kong University of Science and Technology (HKUST) in the summer of 2016. The research

team implemented the survey in 14 prefectures in Guangdong province and 13 prefectures

in Hubei province. For each prefecture, the survey selected one or two districts/counties.

For each district/county, the survey randomly sampled 50 manufacturing firms from the list

of manufacturing firms registered with the district/county.2 (For simplicity, hereafter I refer

to districts or counties as districts.) Due to the district-level random sampling, all analyses

will report standard errors clustered at the district level.

The response rate ranges from 34% to 70% across districts, while the average is 56%.

The final sample size is 1121 firms. Because this paper is mainly interested in private firms, I

exclude 180 firms that are entirely owned by central or local governments. Due to missingness

in variables, such as the asset and entertainment expenses in 2013 and informal connections

(defined later), the final size of the sample used in the regression analysis is around 720 firms.

Variables

The survey asks for firm annual financial information in the last three years (2013-2015) and

the personal information of firm owners. The independent variables of interest are whether

the firm owner holds a seat in the PC or the PPCC. 20% of the firms have an owner holding a

seat in the PC or the PPCC. As an individual could serve in both institutions simultaneously,

I code the PC variable as 1 if the owner holds a seat in the PC while coding the PPCC as

1 if the owner holds a seat in the PPCC and does not hold a seat in the PC.3 12.3% of

2The only exception is Baoan district in Shenzhen, where 100 firms were randomly sampled.

3I did not code three dummies–membership in the PC only, membership in the PPCC only, and mem-
bership in both, because only 3% of the firms hold membership in both institutions.
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firm owners serve in the PC while 8.3% serve in the PPCC. Again, all the PC and PPCC

members serve in the subnational-level institutions, namely the LPC and the LPPCC, in the

sample.

Unfortunately, the question does not explicitly ask when an owner became a PC or PPCC

deputy if they were a deputy when the survey was conducted. Thus, there is a chance they

may have become a deputy after 2015, the last year covered by the dependent variable of

interest (discussed below). However, this is unlikely. The most recent turnover for the PC at

all levels happened between 2011 and 2012 (Manion 2015, p.30). As the PC holds elections

every five years, the next election for the PC happened between late 2016 and early 2017.4

The selection of the PPCC deputies follows a similar schedule (Yan 2011, p.59). The survey

was conducted in July 2016. Hence, if one was holding a seat in the PC or the PPCC when

the survey was conducted, he or she held the same seat since late 2011 or early 2012 until

late 2016 or early 2017.

Another explanatory variable is the bribe payment. Following previous studies, I use firm

entertainment expenses as a measure for bribes. Cai and coauthors (2011) firstly proposed

that the entertainment and traveling expenses of Chinese firms are a valid proxy for bribes.

The bribe payment is a mix of grease money (i.e., obtaining better government service) and

protection money (i.e., lowering tax rates). More recently, Huang and Li (2013) find that

in comparison to the entertainment expenses, the traveling costs usually contain a larger

share of normal business expenditure, which is unrelated to bribes. Following Huang and Li

(2013), I use the entertainment cost alone as a proxy for bribes. Indeed, newspaper reports

also support entertainment expenses as a valid measure for corruption.5 In the robustness

check section, I will further address the concern that the entertainment expense item may

4In Hubei province, county and township PC elections happened from August to November 2016 (see,
for example, http://www.laifeng.net/info/1436/46529.htm). In Guangdong province, the election hap-
pened from July to December 2016 (http://www.rd.gd.cn/pub/gdrd2012/rdzt/rdh5/xwbd/spbb/201701/
t20170116_158952.html). Elections for the PC at higher levels usually happen later than at lower-level PCs
(Truex 2014). For instance, the election of new deputies for the provincial PC happens in mid-December in
Guangdong, following elections of lower-level PC elections taking place between July and December.

5See, for instance, Liu, Xinyi, “Who is most corrupt? Comparing Ten Listed Firms with Highest Enter-
tainment Expenses.” August 20, 2013, available at http://business.sohu.com/20130820/n384601556.

shtml. [Accessed in January 2019.]
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contain some regular business expenditures.

The outcome variable of interest is a binary indicator measuring whether a firm has

received any financial subsidies from the government between 2012 and 2015. 30% of firms

received subsidies. The measure, covering years from 2012 to 2015, can be problematic

because the firm-level variables, including the entertainment expenses, are available only

starting in 2013. Specifically, the dependent variable is problematic if most firms received

subsidies in 2012, conditional on receiving any. Unfortunately, there are no easy remedies for

this problem because it is not clear when, precisely, subsidies have been allocated. However,

if this were the case, we should not expect any relationship between the entertainment

expenses from 2013 to 2015 and the subsidy variable, after controlling for other firm-level

variables measured in 2013, because the concurrent firm variables cannot explain subsidies

in the previous year. In the findings discussed below, this is not true. Also, notably, because

the political office variables remain the same from 2012 to 2016, findings of a relationship

between them and the subsidy variable are unlikely affected by the potential timing problem

of the dependent variable. Thus, while the dependent variable may not be the ideal measure

for subsidies in this case, it remains a reasonably useful one.

Notably, the survey was conducted when Chinese economic growth had slowed down (Fig-

ure 5.1). The survey shows that many manufacturing firms struggle to stay in production:

Around 17% of the firms analyzed below have experienced production halts for some time

since 2013. During a bad time like this, government subsidies could be an essential aid for

them to restore production. The data show that among those not receiving subsidies, 20%

went out of production while the probability of production halts is 9.8% for those receiving

subsidies (Table 5.1).
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Figure 5.1: Annual Economic Growth of China since the Reform
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Data source: The World Bank.

Model

The effect of holding a seat in the PC or the CPPCC is estimated using the following model

specification of logistic regression.

Si ∼ Bernoulli(πi)

logit
(
πi,d
)

= αd + PCidβ1 + PPCCidβ2 +X ′idλ
(5.1)

i denotes firms while d denotes districts/counties. S takes the value of 1 if a firm received

government subsidies between 2012 and 2015, and 0 otherwise. PC, a binary variable, is

coded as 1 if the firm owner holds a seat in the PC. PPCC is coded as 1 if the firm owner holds

a seat in the PPCC while not holding a seat in the PC. αd captures the district fixed effects.

X is a vector of control variables, including the gross sales in 2013, the number of employees

in 2013, assets in 2013, and shares of the state and the collectives, which are measured
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Table 5.1: Governmental Subsidies and Production Halts

Not subsidized Subsidized Total

Experiencing Production Halts 397 (79.9%) 194 (90.2%) 591 (83%)

No Production Halts 100 (20.1%) 21 (9.8%) 121 (17%)

Total 497 (100%) 215 (100%) 712 (100%)

on a logarithmic scale. I also control for a dummy variable of the firm owner’s informal

political connections, measured as whether he or she used to work in government agencies or

institutions (jiguan shiye danwei). Because entrepreneurs who have worked in government

agencies or institutions are better positioned to interact and build informal connections with

government officials, the working experience in these institutions is a reasonable proxy for

informal connections. Finally, I also control for a dummy variable indicating whether a firm

is a tech firm.

5.3 Findings

Table 5.2 presents the main estimation results from logistic regressions. The coefficient of

PC is continuously significant and positive, with a reasonably large magnitude. For instance,

the coefficient of PC in Model 3 is 0.689. Thus, evaluated at the sample mean, holding a

seat in the PC increases the probability of receiving subsidies from 30% (sample proportion)

to 46.1%, which is an increase by 53.7% (i.e., (0.46 − 0.3)/0.3 = 0.537). By contrast, the

PPCC coefficient loses its statistical significance after controlling for firm-level covariates

and district dummies. Also, the magnitude of the PPCC’s coefficient is much smaller than

that of the PC.

Also, the entertainment expenses variable is statistically significant with a positive sign.

A one-standard-deviation increase in firms’ logged entertainment expenses (2.1) increases

the logged odds of receiving subsidies by 0.357 units. Put differently, such an increase

in entertainment expenses increases the probability of receiving subsidies from its sample
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Table 5.2: Political Office and Government Subsidies

DV: Has the firm received any financial subsidies

from the government between 2012 and 2015?

VARIABLES (1) (2) (3)

PC 1.036*** 0.774*** 0.689**

(0.230) (0.242) (0.292)

PPCC 0.659** 0.355 0.255

(0.259) (0.289) (0.353)

Ent. exp. (logged; 2013-2015) 0.156*** 0.170***

(0.052) (0.059)

Informal connections 0.268 0.199

(0.167) (0.169)

Firm-level controls

Sales (logged; 2013) -0.115* -0.171**

(0.070) (0.076)

Employment size (logged; 2013) 0.118* 0.259***

(0.066) (0.086)

Asset (logged; 2013) 0.301*** 0.288**

(0.104) (0.113)

State or collective shares (logged) 0.061 0.138

(0.091) (0.088)

Hi-tech firms 1.036*** 1.142***

(0.173) (0.236)

District dummies yes

Observations 718 718 718

Pseudo R2 0.026 0.183 0.257

Note: Constant is included in all models but not reported here. Robust standard errors in parentheses

are clustered at the district level; ∗ ∗ ∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗ p < 0.1.
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proportion (30%) to 38%. Although the significant effect of the entertainment expenses is

not entirely expected, especially given the anti-corruption campaign, it may not be surprising.

This may be because only those who can still bribe their way to get subsidies do so, while

many others stopped the practice due to the anti-corruption campaign.

To check the sensitivity of the finding of the effect of political office, I conduct a nearest

neighbor matching and re-estimate the effect of the PC and the PPCC. Specifically, to

estimate the effect of the PC, I keep only firms whose owners are PC deputies (i.e., treated) or

those whose owners are neither PC deputies nor PPCC deputies (i.e., control). Observations

are matched based on their similarities on firm-level covariates reported in Table 5.2, while

the district is used for exact matching. I then estimate the average treatment effect on the

treated (ATT) for the PC while letting the number of matches (m) vary from 1 to 3. A

similar procedure applies to estimate the ATT for the PPCC.

Figure 5.2 presents the results. The y-axis represents the marginal effect of holding a seat

in the PC or the PPCC on the probability of receiving government subsidies. Consistent

with the logistic regression in Table 5.2, Figure 5.2 again shows that PPCC seats do not

change the likelihood of receiving subsidies, but PC seats do. The magnitude is quite similar

to that reported in Table 5.2: on average, a PC seat increases the probability of receiving

subsidies by around 17 percentage points.

Next, given the null effect of the PPCC on subsidies, I further investigate whether PPCC

deputies can make use of their connections with the government to “more effectively” bribe

government officials to get favorable treatment. To do so, I include an interaction between

the entertainment expenses and the PPCC. For comparison, I also include an interaction

between entertainment expenses and the PC.

Table 5.3 summarizes the results. Model 2, after controlling for district dummies, suggests

that there is no interaction effect for the PC. Thus, an additional dollar in entertainment

expenses spent by the PC deputy firms is not more effective in attracting government sub-

sidies than dollars from ordinary firms, as indicated by the insignificant coefficient of the

interaction of PC and entertainment expenses. By contrast, the larger and significant posi-
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Figure 5.2: Effect of Political Office on the Probability of Receiving Subsidies
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tive interaction coefficient in Model 4 suggests that PPCC deputy firms can more effectively

use firm entertainment expenses to attract government subsidies.

In Model 4 of Table 5.3, the interaction of PPCC and entertainment expenses has a

significant and positive coefficient while coefficient of the PPCC dummy per se–representing

the effect of holding a seat in the PPCC when the firm’s entertainment expenses are zero in

natural log scale–is not statistically significant at the conventional (95%) confidence level.

Thus, PPCC entrepreneur deputies, who spend little on entertainment expenses, do not

have any advantages in bringing subsidies to their firms. However, when the expense exceeds

3.5 (i.e., 1.932/0.549 = 3.5; Model 3) in the logarithmic scale, the PPCC firms begin to have

an advantage in obtaining government subsidies. The likelihood of being subsidized further

increases with their entertainment expenses.
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Table 5.3: Political Office, Entertainment Expenses, and Government Subsidies

DV: Has the firm received any financial sub-

sidies from the government between 2012 and

2015?

VARIABLES (1) (2) (3) (4)

PC -0.243 -0.300 0.771*** 0.680**

(0.661) (0.660) (0.241) (0.289)

PPCC 0.368 0.259 -1.116 -1.932*

(0.289) (0.356) (0.849) (1.036)

Ent. exp. (logged) 0.130** 0.140** 0.132** 0.139**

(0.053) (0.062) (0.055) (0.064)

PC × Ent. exp. (logged) 0.278* 0.278

(0.169) (0.177)

PPCC × Ent. exp. (logged) 0.362* 0.549**

(0.202) (0.240)

Informal connections 0.274* 0.204 0.263 0.209

(0.164) (0.166) (0.169) (0.172)

Firm-level controls yes yes yes yes

District dummies yes yes

Observations 718 718 718 718

Pseudo R2 0.186 0.26 0.186 0.264

Note: Firm-level controls, as in Table 5.2, include assets, sales, and employment

size, all of which are measured in the year 2013, the share of state and collective

ownership, and a dummy variable indicating whether the firm is a high-technology

firm. Constant is included in all models but not reported here. Robust standard

errors in parentheses are clustered at the district level; ∗ ∗ ∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗ p < 0.05,

∗ p < 0.1.
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Holding other variables at their sample means, Figure 5.3 plots the marginal effect of

holding a PPCC seat on the probability of receiving subsidies, conditional on the firm’s

entertainment expenses (based on Model 4 of Table 5.3). Again, when the logged entertain-

ment expenses exceed 3.5, a seat in the PPCC has a positive effect on the probability of

gaining subsidies. The effect becomes statistically significant when the logged entertainment

expenses reach around 5.5, which is worth 2.45 million RMB (around $350, 000 US dollars).

Figure 5.3: Marginal Effect of PPCC Seats on Government Subsidies, Conditional on

Entertainment Expenses
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Note: This figure, generated based on Model 4 in Table 5.3, shows the marginal effect of

holding a seat in the PPCC on the probability of obtaining government subsidies, con-

ditional on the overall entertainment expenses from 2013 to 2015, when other variables

are fixed at their sample means.

A large marginal effect of entertainment expenses on government subsidies among PPCC

entrepreneur deputies also implies that PPCC entrepreneur deputies are likely to spend

more on entertainment expenses. In fact, on average, the entertainment expenses in natural

logarithm is 3.26 for non-politicians, 3.64 for PC deputies, and 3.94 for PPCC deputies. The

difference between non-politicians and PPCC deputies is statistically significant from zero

(p-value=0.015) while that between non-politicians and PC deputies is not (p-value=0.105).
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5.4 Robustness Checks

In this section, I conduct several robustness checks for the findings. First, to check whether

the findings are driven by a particular year, I disaggregate the pooled entertainment expenses

measure and separately estimate the effect of annual entertainment expenses on the pooled

likelihood of receiving subsidies for each year. Table 5.4 summarizes the findings. Models 1

and 2 include the entertainment expenses from 2013 as the explanatory variable, models 3

and 4 use that from 2014, and models 5 and 6 use the measure from 2015. All the coefficients

remain stable across models. Thus, the finding for entertainment expenses and its interaction

with the PPCC is not driven by a particular year.

Second, since extrapolation or interpolation is a common problem in interaction models,

I check whether the same problem is driving the interaction between the PPCC and enter-

tainment expense using a binning estimation as in Chapter 4 (Hainmueller, Mummolo, and

Xu 2019). Specifically, I break the entertainment expenses into four bins (respectively cor-

responding to the four quartiles) and create a dummy variable for each bin. The marginal

effect of the PPCC variable is then estimated at the median value of the entertainment

expenses variable in each bin. Because the marginal effect is estimated using the typical

value of the highest quartile, it is not driven by extrapolation or interpolation. As shown

in Figure 5.4, the PPCC variable has a significant and positive marginal effect among the

highest quartile of entertainment expenses.

Third, I also consider the possibility that entertainment expenses may contain normal

business expenditures that are not a bribe payment. In the most extreme case, all the

entertainment expenses may be normal business expenditures. If so, the interaction effect

between entertainment expenses and the PPCC dummy could be driven by the possibility

that the government allocates subsidies to firms who have a large normal business expendi-

ture because of, for instance, business expansion. To address the concern, I construct a new

measure called abnormal entertainment expenses that essentially partials out the normal

part from total entertainment spending. To do so, I first predict the entertainment expenses

given the firm’s characteristics discussed below. I then subtract the predicted entertain-
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Table 5.4: Disaggregating the Relationship between Annual Entertainment Spending and

Subsides by Year

DV: Has the firm received any financial subsidies from the govern-

ment between 2012 and 2015?

t = 2013 t = 2014 t = 2015

VARIABLES (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

PC 0.704** 0.695** 0.700** 0.693** 0.718** 0.709**

(0.296) (0.292) (0.296) (0.293) (0.300) (0.297)

PPCC 0.253 -0.896 0.236 -1.015 0.237 -1.255*

(0.355) (0.749) (0.360) (0.756) (0.362) (0.699)

Ent. Exp (t) 0.173*** 0.148*** 0.152*** 0.124** 0.147*** 0.120**

(0.050) (0.055) (0.051) (0.055) (0.051) (0.055)

PPCC × Ent. Exp (t) 0.422* 0.469** 0.539**

(0.223) (0.227) (0.214)

Informal connections 0.185 0.191 0.202 0.200 0.192 0.200

(0.168) (0.172) (0.169) (0.173) (0.167) (0.170)

Firm-level controls yes yes yes yes yes yes

District dummies yes yes yes yes yes yes

Observations 722 722 725 725 725 725

Pseudo R2 0.263 0.268 0.261 0.268 0.261 0.268

Note: Firm-level controls, as in Table 5.2, include assets, sales, and employment size,

all of which are measured in the year 2013, the share of state and collective ownership,

and a dummy variable indicating whether the firm is a high-technology firm. Constant is

included in all models but not reported here. Robust standard errors in parentheses are

clustered at the district level; ∗ ∗ ∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗ p < 0.1.
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Figure 5.4: Marginal Effect of PPCC from Binning Estimation
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ment expenses–a proxy for “normal” entertainment expenses–from the total entertainment

expenses and use the residuals as the measure for abnormal entertainment expenses.

I experiment with two strategies to predict normal entertainment expenses. First, I use

linear regression to regress entertainment expenses on whether a firm owner is a PC deputy,

whether he or she is a PPCC deputy, whether he or she has informal political connections,

the firm-level controls discussed for Table 5.2, and district dummies. Because entertainment

spending is a secondary item under administrative expenses in Chinese firm accounting, the

sum of other items under administrative expenses may also be an informative variable to

predict normal entertainment expenses. Thus, I report two findings conditional on whether

administrative expenses (excluding entertainment expenses) are included as a predictor or

not. Second, I also conduct a machine-learning estimation using the kernel-based regularized

least squares (KRLS) proposed by Hainmueller and Hazlett (2014). The KRLS provides a

more flexible estimation as it does not make parametric assumptions; meanwhile, it also

prevents overfitting the data by explicitly penalizing complex functions. Similarly, for the

KRLS, I also report two results: one includes the other administrative expenses as a predictor

while the other does not.
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Table 5.5 summarizes the findings. Models 1 and 2 use the residuals from linear regression

to measure the abnormal expenses. The difference is that in Model 2, the abnormal expenses

are estimated after considering the other administrative expenses. Models 3 and 4 are in

parallel with models 1 and 2, but use the KRLS.

The interaction effect between abnormal entertainment expenses and the PPCC dummy

variable remains statistically significant in all four models. Thus, while entertainment ex-

penses may include a component of regular business expenditure, the regular expenditure

does not drive the finding of the interaction effect of the entertainment expenses and the

PPCC dummy variable.

In parallel with this robustness check, I also perform a similar test for the insignificant

interaction effect of the PC and entertainment expenses reported in Table 5.3. The results are

reported in Table 5.6 in the Appendix. The interaction effect is statistically significant when

the abnormal expense is estimated using a linear regression controlling for other business

expenses. However, the interaction effect becomes insignificant at the conventional level

when using the more flexible KRLS estimation. Thus, while the interaction effect exists for

the PPCC deputies, it does not appear so for the PC deputies, which is consistent with Table

5.3.

5.5 Conclusion

Using a recent survey of private manufacturing firms in China, I show that entrepreneur

deputies in the LPCs have a substantially higher chance of receiving government subsidies.

These subsidies are especially important to firms during the economic slowdown of China

when many manufacturing firms struggled to stay in production. Also, the fact that the

economic privileges granted to LPC entrepreneur deputies remain large under the context

of a far-reaching anti-corruption campaign led by the ruling party suggests that economic

privileges are likely tolerated or even encouraged by the ruling party. Moreover, this chapter

complements Chapter 4 that focuses on the NPC by providing consistent evidence from the

LPC.
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Table 5.5: Political Office, Abnormal Entertainment Expenses, and Government Subsidies

DV: Has the firm received any financial subsidies from the govern-

ment between 2012 and 2015?

Abnormal entertainment expense estimated with:

OLS OLS+Add. control KRLS KRLS+Add. control

VARIABLES (1) (2) (3) (4)

PC 0.686** 0.719** 0.743** 0.760***

(0.291) (0.292) (0.289) (0.292)

PPCC 0.287 0.356 0.320 0.387

(0.350) (0.356) (0.293) (0.333)

Abnormal Ent. Exp. 0.136** 0.120* 0.133** 0.076

(0.067) (0.071) (0.068) (0.062)

PPCC × Abnormal Ent. Exp. 0.577** 0.757** 0.410*** 0.305***

(0.283) (0.349) (0.134) (0.111)

Informal connections yes yes yes yes

Firm-level controls yes yes yes yes

District dummies yes yes yes yes

Observations 718 677 718 677

Pseudo R2 0.264 0.262 0.26 0.252

Note: a. Firm-level controls include assets, sales, and employment size in the year 2013, the

share of state and collective ownership, and a dummy variable indicating whether the firm is

a technology firm. b. In model 1, abnormal entertainment expenses are measured with the

residuals from regressing entertainment expenses on whether a firm owner is a PC deputy,

whether he or she is a PPCC deputy, whether he or she has informal political connections, the

firm-level controls mentioned above, and district dummies in a linear regression model. Model

2 additionally controls for administrative expenses other than entertainment expenses in the

linear regression. Models 3 and 4 are in parallel to models 1 and 2 but use the KRLS estimation

rather than linear regressions. c. Constant is included in all models but not reported here.

d. Robust standard errors in parentheses are clustered at the district level; ∗ ∗ ∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗

p < 0.05, ∗ p < 0.1.
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This chapter also reveals different patterns for the PC and the PPCC, which adds more

nuances about the two institutions to existing studies, though the evidence speaks more

about the LPC and the LPPCC than their national-level counterparts. It seems that the

ruling party channels different levels of economic privileges to the two institutions. When

the different privileges become public signals, the two institutions mobilize business support

from entrepreneurs with different capacities. For the PC, the ruling party uses substantial

economic privileges to incentivize business elites to provide significant economic support for

the regime. For the PPCC, the ruling party provides minimal material rewards to the PPCC

deputies that are just enough to incentivize them to window dressing the regime as inclusive

and to provide policy consultations, which are not extremely costly services.

Finally, although LPPCC seats, in general, do not guarantee economic rents, LPPCC

entrepreneur deputies who spend a lot on entertainment expenses have a higher chance

of obtaining government subsidies than non-politician entrepreneurs. The increased effec-

tiveness of using entertainment expenses–a proxy for bribe payments–to get their desired

transactions may be due to entrepreneurs’ political connections and frequent interactions

with government officials. The same pattern does not hold for LPC deputies because they

have already had substantial advantages, so the marginal effect of an extra informal payment

does not seem large for them. Together, these findings demonstrate a nuanced interaction

between formal political connections, economic rents, and corruption.
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5.6 Appendix

Table 5.6: Interaction Effect of PC Seats and Abnormal Entertainment Expenses

DV: Has the firm received any financial subsidies from the govern-

ment between 2012 and 2015?

Abnormal entertainment expense estimated with:

OLS OLS+Add. control KRLS KRLS+Add. control

VARIABLES (1) (2) (3) (4)

PC 0.740** 0.821** 0.737** 0.816***

(0.351) (0.370) (0.311) (0.292)

PPCC 0.266 0.332 0.292 0.323

(0.357) (0.377) (0.368) (0.391)

Abnormal Ent. Exp. 0.129** 0.100 0.127** 0.040

(0.059) (0.065) (0.063) (0.060)

PC × Abnormal Ent. Exp. 0.397* 0.624** 0.148 0.202*

(0.216) (0.273) (0.134) (0.107)

Informal connections yes yes yes yes

Firm-level controls yes yes yes yes

District dummies yes yes yes yes

Observations 718 677 718 677

Pseudo R2 0.262 0.263 0.255 0.249

Note: a. Firm-level controls include assets, sales, and employment size in the year 2013, the

share of state and collective ownership, and a dummy variable indicating whether the firm is

a technology firm. b. In model 1, abnormal entertainment expenses are measured with the

residuals from regressing entertainment expenses on whether a firm owner is a PC deputy,

whether he or she is a PPCC deputy, whether he or she has informal political connections, the

firm-level controls mentioned above, and district dummies in a linear regression model. Model

2 additionally controls for administrative expenses other than entertainment expenses in the

linear regression. Models 3 and 4 are in parallel to models 1 and 2 but use the KRLS estimation

rather than linear regressions. c. Constant is included in all models but not reported here.

d. Robust standard errors in parentheses are clustered at the district level; ∗ ∗ ∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗

p < 0.05, ∗ p < 0.1.
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CHAPTER 6

Conclusion

Modern autocrats depend on at least some support and cooperation from the business sec-

tor to sustain their rule. The major puzzle this dissertation aims to address is not why

authoritarian rulers are willing to channel private benefits to business supporters. Instead,

it concerns why this cannot be done without granting the latter seats in formal political

institutions. For instance, a ruler could deliver rents to prominent business elites without

giving them an honorary title of “legislator.”

This study highlights the informational role of formal institutions and political incorpora-

tion. Authoritarian rulers may incorporate loyal business supporters into formal institutions

and channel meaningful rewards to them, which turns the formal institutions into a platform

for the rulers to build their reputation as a “responsible” one who rewards supporters. As

these politically incorporated business elites are in the spotlight, the private benefits that

they gain from holding political office become public signals to other business elites. The

visibility then enables the state to showcase that it rewards loyal supporters and to miti-

gate the usual commitment problem underlying bilateral business-state interactions, both of

which improve state-business exchanges. In contrast, when the ruler and business supporters

interact bilaterally and keep their interactions invisible from others, the private benefits, if

any, are invisible.

Empirically, this dissertation tests one assumption and three implications of the theory in

the Chinese setting. Chapter 3 provides supportive evidence for an assumption of the theory

that business elites learn the returns to political office by observing their peers who hold

political office; moreover, the learned returns positively affect their interest in prioritizing

seeking political office over building informal connections with government officials. As the
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latter is usually the default practice of private entrepreneurs who have an interest in building

some political connections, the evidence suggests that private entrepreneurs are likely to

switch from the common informal practice to more formalized political participation when

the learned returns are large enough.

Chapter 4 examines three implications using the data of Chinese listed firms. It shows

that the ruling party indeed selects private entrepreneurs who pay more taxes into the NPC

and rewards them with substantial economic privileges. Additionally, a unique prediction of

the commitment mechanism suggests: political incorporation has a smaller effect on pressing

the party-state to fulfill its promise of rewarding a private entrepreneur if the entrepreneur

potentially can spread the information that the party-state has mistreated him or her without

holding political office.

Because entrepreneurs central at the inter-firm network can easily spread the (mis)treatment

information to many others, the state’s (mis)treatment of those entrepreneurs is already semi-

public through the network. Hence, the additional “visibility” gained from holding political

office is smaller for them than for firms that are poorly connected with others. Consequently,

the evidence demonstrates that firms central in the inter-firm network–namely those with

interlocking directors–gain less from holding formal political office than firms at the periph-

ery of the inter-firm network do. Of course, this smaller returns to political office among

well-interconnected firms do not necessarily mean that they are disadvantaged. By contrast,

they have an advantage in spreading the information even without holding political office.

Chapter 5 complements Chapter 4 by examining the LPCs. The finding is consistent with

that of the NPC: private entrepreneurs having a seat in the LPC still have a significantly

larger chance of obtaining government subsidies amid the slowdown of China’s economic

growth and the anti-corruption campaign. Additionally, this chapter reveals different pat-

terns for the PC and the PPCC. It seems that the two institutions aim to mobilize business

support from entrepreneurs with different capacities.

Due to limited space and data, this project focuses on a single country. Future studies may

extend it by examining whether the varying demands for business support and cooperation
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across countries affect the share of business elites in formal institutions and the benefits

that they gain from holding political office. One possible strategy is to investigate whether

the abundance of natural resources, which affects autocrats’ need for business cooperation,

influences the returns to political office. Also, one may further explore how pre-existing

business networks may weaken or strengthen the correlation between the two variables.
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